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while low moisture concentration (5°/0) showed no impact. It was assumed that water

blocked the entrances to the active sites of carbon. Hz formation and hydrogen bonding

could have also retarded mercury-sulfur reaction.

SIAC’S performance was negligible at 250 or 400 “C due to the exothermic nature of

Hg and S reaction, while its capacity at 140 “C increased by 14’%0as smaller sorbent

particle size (170x230) was used instead of 60x80.

The fate of spent SIAC was assessed using a modified toxicity characteristics

leaching procedure (TCLP). Mercury concentration in all Ieachates was below the TCLP

limit (0.2 mg/L), and no mercury loss was found from SIAC. It is suggested that SIAC

can be treated as non-hazardous wastes.
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1.0 introduction AND BACKGROUND

In addition to naturally occurring mercury sources, anthropogenic activi[ics incrwtsc

the mercury loading to the environment. Although not all produced mercury is dissipated

directly into the environment, only minor portions of the total production are stocked or

rec yckxi, and the rest of the mercury and its compounds is fiially released in some way

into atmosphere, surface waters and soil, or ends in landfii, dumps, and rd’use.(’”

Since mercury and its compounds are highly toxic, their presence in the environment

constitutes potential impact on all living organisms, including man, The t-irst serious

consequence of industrial mercury discharges causing neurological disorder even death

occurred in Minirnata, Japan in 1953. Systematic studies showed that mercury poisoning is

‘2) However, various levels of mercury are alsomainly found in fsh-eating populations.

found in food other than f~h.(3)

During the past several decades, research has been conducted on the evaluation of

risks due to exposure to mercury and the development of control technologies for mercury

emissions. In 1990, the Clean Air Act Amendments listed mercury, along with 10 other

metallic species, as a hazardous air pollutant (HAP). This has further stimulated research

for mercury control during the past several years.

The impact of mercury on humans, sources of mercury in the environment, current

mercury control strategies and the objective of this research are discussed in this section.

‘ P,arentkticd retimmxs placed superior to (IN line of text rctkr to the bibliography.



1.1 Impact of Mercury on Human Health

Mercury and its compounds can exist in the inorganic and organic forms.

Theoretically, mercury and its compounds could enter the human body by inhalation,

ingestion, skin inunction or accidental exposure and through pIacenta into the fktus. Due

to the differences in metabolism, various mercury compounds show different toxicity to

humans.

A significant part of elemental mercury inhaled by humans can be transferred from the

lungs to the tissues due to its high diffusibility through biological membranes. Most of the

mercury is oxidized to mercuric ions. People exposed to high elemental mercury vapor

levels (1 to 44 mg/m3) for 4 to 8 hours developed chest pain, dyspnoeic cough,

haemoptysis, impairment of pulmonary function and interstitial pneumonitis.(4J

The distribution of inorganic mercury in the human body is substantially different.

Major inorganic mercury compounds, such as mercuric chloride (HgClz) and mercuric

nitrate (Hg(NOq)2), show different concentrations in various organs as a function of time

and dosages. Generally, the highest mercury concentration is found in kidneys, the liver

has the next highest, and thereafter the spleen, the brain, and other organs. It was reported

that 2 grams of mercuric chloride was Fatal and gastrointestinal and renal Iesions were

observed after ingestion of mercuric chloride.(5) Excretion of inorganic mercury can take

place via kidneys. However, the rate of elimination has been shown to he dose-dependent

to some extent.
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Acute poisoning by elemental mercury or inorganic mercury compounds is ol’tcn

associated with respiratory tract or skin irritation, kidney damage, stomatitis (inllammati(m

o [ the mouth), and, if the mercury has been ingested, gastrointestinal dist urbanccs.

Chronic poisoning is associated with a classic triwi of tremor, psychological irritability,

and stomatitis, among other symptoms.

Organic mercurial compounds are m,uch more toxic than inorganic forms. For

example, alkyl mercury compounds have high stability because of the mercury and carbon

bond, which is very difficult to break inside the mammalian’ body. As a result, these

compounds stay relatively long in the human body and cause severe damages. For short

chain aikyl mercury compounds, the distribution pattern is relatively unaffected by dose

level and time after a single exposure, or exposure time. The mercury levels in different

organs differ much less than after exposure to inorganic mercury salts. The highest levels

are obtained in liver and kidneys. There is a time lag for brain accumulation of mercury.

High levels are also present in blood ceUs.(6)The

organic mercury forms is not readily available.

information on the distribution of other

However, renal damage and signs of

nervous system damage were detected from animal studies.(7)

Methyl mercury and ethyl mercury are considered the most dangerous mercury

compounds. Fetal lesions and tumors were found in humans after exposure to these

compounds. Furthermore, these compounds are extremely stable and it is very di!licult to

transform them to other less harmful mercury compounds.

Elirnin&tion of organic mercury compounds is very much dcpcndcnt on the rate of

degradation into inorganic mercury forms. The degradation rate is faster for sornc organic



mercury, but lmuch slower for other compounds (e. g., methyl mercury).

In summary, acute poisoning by organic mercurial compounds, especially i.dkyl

mercury compounds (methyl and ethyl mercury), causes irritation and even burns if there

has been skin contact. Tremor, paresthesia (tingling sensations), dysarthria (slurred

speech), ataxia (loss of balance), decreased visual fields, and mental disturbances are

commonly i’ound among the patients who have been chronically poisoned by or.gunic

mercury.

Undoubtedly, mercury compounds

problem. They can affect various people

in the environment constitute a serious health

among different occupational groups. Numerous

data have shown

staff and dental

Mercury-related

that chloralkaii plant workers, alkaline battery plant technicians, hospital

personnel were exposed “to mercury and showed different symptoms.

industrial activities created different forms of mercury

Unfortunately, there are no cost-effective technologies to sigtilcantly reduce

wastes.

mercury

pollution. These mercury pollutants contaminate the air, water and soil. As a result,

mercury pollution even generates strong adverse impact on the living habitat for some
--
.

.. people.



1.2 Sources of Mercury

Mcrcllry s{~tlrcesc:~nbeclassiiied int(~ two groups: nattlral s{~l~rces;]ndanthr(~p[~gcnic

SOLU-CCS,Mercury constitutes only about 50 to 80 ppb of the earth’s content. Various

sulfides, especially red sulfide ,(cinnabar), are the primary forms of mercury in nature.

Although elemental mercury is highly volatile, the mercury compounds are usually non-

volatile. Several processes need to occur in order to transfer ionized mercury into the

vapor state, including chemical or biological reduction. Emission from volcanoes and

evaporation from natural bodies of water are the most important natural sources of

mercury in the atmosphere. The natural mercury concentration in the atmosphere is thirly

low, from a few ng/m3 over uncontaminated areas to about 20 ng/m3 in urbanized areas.(s)

Mercury in water bodies comes mainly from precipitation, and the dominant form is ionic

mercury. Typical mercury concentration in the ocean is 2 to 15 rig/L and less than 25 rig/L

in drinking water. ‘9)Mercury can also be found in soil and plants, but its concentration is

generally below 1 ppm.

The major concern with anthropogenic mercury emissions

int&tional use of mercury in the late 60’s and 70’s in mine and

has been focused on the

smelting plants, chk~rinc-

alkali industry, paint production plants and paper and pulp production industries. As [he

market demand changed and new technologies were implemented, mercury emissions trom

those industrial sources have been greatly reduced.

During the last twenty years, some researchers shifted their attention to

unintentional release of mercury from other industrial processes. It was discovered
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coal- [ircd ulilitics, municipal waste incinerators and medical waste incinerators gcncratc u

substantial amount of mercury each year. In 1996, EPA

Congress. In that report, the annual mercury emissions

summarized based on different sources (Table 1).

Table 1 Annual Anthropogenic Mercury

prepurcd u mercury report to

due to human activities were

Emissions)

Source Tons/year Percentage, 70

Medical waste incinerators 65 27

I Municipal waste incinerators I 55 I 23 I
Coal-fried utilities 51 21

Commercial/industrial boilers 29 12

I Primary lead production ] 9 I 3.7 I
Secondary mercury production 7.4 I 3.1

1 I

Chlor-alkali manufacturing 6.5 2.7

Portland cement 6.5 2.7

Other manufacturing sources 0.36 1
t 1

Area sources 3.1 I 1.3

Other sources 6.4 2.5

Total 239.26 100

Based on Table 1, of the 240 tons of annual mercury emissions created by human

activities in U.S. alone, more than 709?0came from coal-freed utilities, municipal waste

incinerators and medical waste incinerators. Other sources, such as chlor-alkali plants, lead

production and cement production onIy constitute about 27% of total mercury emission.

Therefore, the intentional use of mercury is no longer the main problem for mercury

emission and unintentional emissions have become the current major concern.
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Consequently, it is essential to study the CMISCSof the mercury emission problcm in

incinerators oncl utilities, the factors which allixt the amount of mercury rckxmxi, and Lhc

control techniques which can potentially reduce the total mercury emissions. Numcr~Jus

studies have been condwted on these topics during the last decade,

1.2.1 Coal-Fired Power Plants

Coal-tired power plants are the major source of energy generation in the United

States. The magnitude of global mercury mobilization from coal combustion has been

estimated to be 3000 metric tons per year.(l 1) Mercury levels in coal are strongly related to

the geographic locations of the coals and types of the coals. An early study(l 1)showed that

mercury concentrations in coal varied from 0.012 to 33 ppm with an average of

approximately 0.2 ppm for most of the U.S. coals. A recent study(12) from 154 coal

samples indicated that overall mean mercury concentration was 0.085 ppm with a standard

deviation of 0.047 ppm.

Mercury is a highly volatile metal. It is the only metal which exists in the liquid state

to temperature below O ‘C and has the highest vapor pressure. Table 2 summarizes some

typical values of saturation vapor pressure vs. temperature for elemental mercury.( 15)It can

be seen that its saturation vapor pressure increases rapidly with increasing temperature.



(’+

Table 2 Vapor Pressure of Elemental Mercury

I Temperature “C
I

P=,, mmHg I
I

100 ().2729

~

17.287

246.8

I 350 I 672.7 I

Klein et al. ’14)studied the pathways of 37 trace elements in a coal-fried power plant

with a peak capacity of 870 MW. The elements which do not evaporate in the combustion

zone, but remain in the condensed state and are readily incorporwed into the slag, were

classitled as Class I by the authors. The following elements belong to this category: Al,

Ba, Ca, Ce, Co, Eu, Fe, Hf, K, La, Mg, Mn, Rb, Sc, Si, Sm, Sr, Ta, Th, Ti. Metals that

evaporate upon combustion and are poorly incorporated into slag due to their limited

contact time in the combustion zone were listed in Class II (As, Cd, Cu, Ga, Pb, Sb, Se,

Zn). Class III included high volatile elements (Br, Cl, Hg). This study showed that the

mass balance was satisfied for both Claw I and 11elements. However, the mass balance

was not met for the Class 111elements. This result indicated that Class 111elements were

discharged into the atmosphere and were inefficiently captured by the existing pollution

control technologies. The intrinsic physical characteristics of Class 111elements (especially

elemental mercury), such as high vok~tility and small particle diameter, were the major

reasons for such behavior.

Mercury can be found in various types of coals. During the combustion process,

mercury is evaporated into the gas phase. In the presence of other materials, several



rcwxions can occur. Oxygen in the excess LLirprovihl for hnproving the burning

cf’licicncy of coal can oxidize clcmcntal mercury into mercuric oxide (HgO) tit high

tcrnpertitures. Elemental mm-wry in the ilue gas can also be oxidized by HC1 or Clz,(l~)

while residual sulfur in coal can react with mercury and form mercuric sulfide (HgS).

Researchers( 15)found that mercury is in the elemental form in the furnace dLIC “to the

high temperature (1500 “C). As the ilue gas leaves the furnace and enters the post-

combustion region, the temperature quickly decreases to about 300 ‘C in several seconds.

At this region, only reactions having fast kinetics can take place. For example, mercury

can react with HC1 or C12 and forms HgC12. Although oxygen is readily available, the

formation of HgO can usually be ignored due to its slow kinetics. The elemental mercury

consists of 30-60’%0in the post combustion flue gas. As the tlue gas passes air pollution

control devices, most of the oxidized forms of mercury are removed. When the flue gas

reaches the stack, the majority form (>90%) of mercury is in the elemental form.

Table 3 Mercury Emission from different Coal-f~ed Power Plants

Mercury emission, kg/day Capacity of Power plant, MW

0.14 lgo(lT)
1

t
0.25 ~40(14)

\
0.31 500(10

2.3 . 775(11)

1.7-3.4 2~5@9)

Numerous studies have been conducted to estimate mercury emissions from coal-tired

power plants and are summarized in Table 3. It is clear that mercury emissions increase
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with the increase in the copxity of a power plant. Chang and Oft’en summurixxi the

unct~ntrolleci flue gas composition from coal-tired power plants as shown in Table 4.

Table 4 Uncontrolled FILRGas Composition for Coal-Fired Power Plants( *X)

Temperature, “C 121-177

I Mercury Concentration, ptg/m3 I 1-10 I
[

I S02 Content, ppm by volume 100-3000

I HC1 Content, ppm by volume I 5-100 I
I

Excess Air, % 15-25
I

Different mercury concentration in the power plant flue gas have been reported in the

‘11) 20 pg/m3 (Lindbergh), 2-15 pg/ms (Young etliterature: 31 yg/m3 (Billings et. al. ),

al.(20)), and 4. 1*5.8 j@m3 (Meij(21)).Although these data vary greatly, they all show much

higher concentrations than the mercury in ambient urban air (0.002-0.004 @m3).

Moreover, elemental mercury in its gaseous phase is very stable, it can stay in the

atmosphere as long as several months and eventually can be evenly distributed throughout

the troposphere.(22)

Some of the mercury emitted to the atmosphere will be locally deposited, leading to a

slow, but steady, increase in the mercury levels of soil and surface runoff. Most of the

emissions, however, remain airborne for relatively long distances, typically tens of

kilometers, affecting large areas around power plants. Klein and Russell found that the

soil surrounding a Michigan coal-f~ed power plant was enriched in heuvy metals. The soil

enrichments correlated with wind patterns and with the metal content of coal cxccpt for
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mercury, which was found to be only slightly enriched. Htmce, mercury is more widely

dispersed to the environment and causes a global impact when compared to other lmctak.

1.2.2 Municipal Waste Combustors (MWC)

Sources of mercury emissions from municipal waste combustors (MWC) are highly

viiriable. Rigo and Chandler studied mercury distribution among different species in a

MWC feed stream. Their results are summarized in Table 5.

Table 5 Mercury Distribution in MWC’S W~ste Stream[25)

Waste Group Waste, % Mercury, %

Paper 38.51 31.3

Plastic 8.19 2.2

Organic 34.8 i 35.4

Ferrous Metal 3.517 10.9

Non-ferrous Metal 0.981 0.6

Glass 1.793

Inorganic 1.56 0.8

Small Appliances 0.26

Batteries 0.03 4.2

Fines (diameter <12.5 mm) 7.56 14.6

Others 2.889 ().0

Total 100 100

.

Most of the metals in a MWC tend to partition in bottom ash or fabric tilter residue.

Mercury is an exception, because significant quantities leave with the stack emissions.



Table 6 summtirims partitioning of several metals in a MWC. It is clear lhat mercury

emission w;I1 impose air pollution problem if no proper control technique is implemented.

Table 6 Partitioning of Metals in MWC(zj)

Metals Bottom Ash Fabric Filter Grate Sifting Hopper Stack Gas

Zn 40% 50% 3% 6% little

Al 83% 8% 4% 5% none

Hg 0.2% 40.4% 0.1% none 59.2%

Table 7 shows the uncontrolled gas composition of MWCS, as summarized by Chang

and Offen.

Table 7 Uncontrolled Flue Gas Composition for Municipal Waste Combustors(18)

Temperature, ‘C 177-299

I Mercury Concentration, yg/m3 I 100-1000 I
S02 Content, ppm by volume 100-300

I

t

HC1 Content, ppm by volume 100-1000
I

Excess air, YO 50-110

By comparing Table 4 with Table 7, it is evident that the mercury concentrations in

flue gas from MWCS are about 1 to 3 orders of magnitude higher than those for coal-fired

power plants. Mercury emission may vary from site to site, with values reported in a range

of 1000-2000 ~g/m3.(20)

The original form of mercury in the MWC waste strctim is predominately oxidized

mercury. In the presence of high HC1 concentrations, mercury in the tlue gas tends to exist

predominantly as mercuric chloride anti other oxidized forms.[]8} The actual mcrcllry
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spcciation writs from site to site. The variability may lx attributed to a number of fxtors,

including [he conccntmtion of nwrcury compounds and their modes of occurrence in the

lkcd steam, flue gas composition und temperature, the length of time that mercury

compounds arc entrained in the ilue gas and MWC operation.

Elemental mercury has very low water volubility of 6X10-~ g/L at 25 “C.(zc) The

volubility of HgClz is 69.0 g/L under the same condition. The higher volubility for HgCIZ

indicates that it can be controlled by dissolving into water. For example, i2 MWCS

equipped with a spray dryer and an electrostatic precipitator had effluent mercury

emissions in the range from 5-950 pg/m3. On the other hand, 13 MWCS equipped with a

spray dryer and a fabric inter had mercury emission ranging from zero to 570 @m3.

Due to the differences in mercury speciation and concentration between coal-fried

power piants and municipal waste combustors, different control technologies are needed

to effectively control vapor-phase mercury emissions from these processes.
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2.() TECHNOLOGIES FOR MERCURY CONTROL

2.1 Regulations

Mercury (and its compounds) is one of the 189 volatile and toxic materials specitied

in the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990. Under title III of the Act, mercury is identiiled

as a hazardous air pollutant (HAP). EPA is mandated to identify sources emitting more

than 9.09 metric tones/year of any one HAP or 22.72 metric tones/year of combined

HAPs, and designate the maximum achievable control technology (MACT) avaihble for

their control.

Currently, individual coal-f~ed power plants fall below these thresholds and,

therefore, are not subject to MACT standards for mercury. The Act does, however, allow

EPA to establish a lower threshold level based on a pollutant’s potency, persistence, and

bioaccumulation. Section 112(c) further requires EPA to regulate sources accounting for

90% of the aggregate emissions of mercury.

Mercury has also been targeted as one of the 15 pollutants of concern by the Great

Waters program under Section 112(m). ’27)Under Section 112 (n) of the Act, EPA is

required to identify sources of mercury emissions, their health and environmental effects,

tind control technologies and costs.

EPA has drafted a list of the more toxic compounds requiring lower emission

standards. The list suggests that a plant could be treated as a major source by emitting 100



kjjycar of mercury. This limit

HAPs.{~XJ

In terms of the Federal rules

from utility coal combustion,

lj

is much 10wm- than the 10 tones/year limit for other

that regulate other waste streams,

including fly and bottom tish,

the solid by-products

slag, and flue gas

clcsulfurization (FGD) sludge, are not currently considerd as hwmrdous wastes per

RCRA Subtitle C.(zg) These wastes will be considered for inclusion in EPA’s continuing

assessment of industrial solid waste under RCRA Subtitle D. Although mercury is on the

list of targeted compounds in the Emergency Planning and Community-Right-To-Know

Act of 1986, utilities are exempt under Section 313 from having to report their releases.

However, such data are desirable since they would make estimates of mercury emissions

to the environment more accurate.

Although there are no regulations for mercury emission

federal regulations do exist for other mercury processing

from coal-f~ed power plants,

plants. For example, federal

regulations require that mercury emissions to the air from mercury ore processing facilities

f30)A limit of 3200 g/day ofand mercury cell chior-alkali plant cannot exceed 2300 g/day.

mercury has been established by federal regulations for sludge incineration or sludge

drying plants. The federal government also proposed regulations that total mercury

emissions from MWCS cannot exceed 100-130 ~g/m3 based on 7% oxygen in the lluc gas.
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2.2 Traditional Technologies for Mercury Control

2.2.1 Fabric Filters

Fabric filtration, or baghouse Ntration,

separating dry particles from a gas stream. In

is a well known and accepted method for

fabric filtration, the dusty gas flows into and

through a number of falter bags placed in parallel, leaving the dust retained by the fabric.

Fabric fflters have very high collection efficiencies for very small particles. They can

operate on a wide variety of dust types and require reasonably low pressure drops. The

disadvantages of baghouses are: 1) they require large floor area; 2) fabrics can be harmed

by high temperatures or corrosive clhernica.ls; 3) they cannot operate in moist

’31)However, the advantagesenvironments; and 4) they have potential for fwe or explosion.

outweigh the disadvantages in many cases. This technology has been widely used for

particulate control in coal-fred power plants.

Volland(32) reported the results of a study on the control of mercury emission using

baghouses. The oxidized mercury could be trapped to a substantial degree by fabric fflters,

while elemental mercury could not be captured due to its small diameter. The mean

removal efficiency for the fabric falter was about 30% for oxidized mercury compounds.
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2.2.2 F[ue Gas Desulfurization

Flue gas desulfurizatiort (FGD) is widely accepted by the coal-fired power plants for

removal of SOZ due to its lower cost and simpler operation than other processes. Usually,

he gas passes through a gas-liquid contactor while limestone (CaCOS)/water slurry is

sprayed in either the same or opposite direction with the gas flow (CaC03 + 2S02 + H20

+ Ca2+ + 2HS03- + C02). This process is often called wet scrubbing. Wet scrubbing has

the capability to remove mercury into the slurry by adsorption. Chang and 0wens(33)

reported that lower gas-liquid contact times are required for effective mercury removal,

because the mercury concentration in the flue gas is orders of magnitude lower than the

S0. concentration.

A series of pilot plants studies by EPRI’s High Sulfur Test

90% HgClz was removed from flue gas, while essentially no

Center have shown

elemental mercury

that

was

dissolved in the scrubbing slurry. (33)Meij(zl) reported that 8 to 725?0 of mercury (with an

average of 529%)was removed by wet FGD in coal-f~ed power plants.

It is clear that mercury speciation governs the performance of these technologies.

Fabric falters and wet scrubbing can remove mercury compounds to a certain degree, but

their efficiencies to control elemental mercury are extremely low.
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2.3 Newklercury Control Techniques Other Than Activated Carbon Adsorption

Novel technologies to control mercury emission are highly diverse, Howmwr, the

research can be generally cltssitied as activated carbon-based and non-act ivatcd carbon-

based technologies. The non-activated carbon-based technologies are discussed in this

section.

Sodium sulilde injection was one of the f~st mercury control methods based on

chemical reaction. Na2S can react with mercury to produce HgS that can be captured by

fabric ~titers. Because of the limited testing and problems with mercury sampling and

analysis, these results were consistent. Furthermore, formation of H2S due to the existence

of HC1 in the tlue gas limited the applicaticm of this approach.

Gullett et aL(35)studied injection of different sorbents to reduce vw-ious trace metals

(including mercury) emissions from coal-fwed power plants. Sorbents tested included

hydrated lime, limestone, kaolinite, and bauxite injected at 1000, 1150 and 1300 “C, and

through the burner at several feed rates. Tlhey concluded that the impact of injection was a

function of metal type and injection mode, and showed that Ca-based sorbents are

effective in reducing the mercury compound such as HgC12. However, its capacity for

elemental mercury removal was negligible.

Krishanan et al.(3b) also studied Ca-based sorbents such as quicklime and hydrated

lime for the capture of elemental mercury and HgClz. The results showed that the

adsorptive capacity of Ca-based sorbents for HgClz at 100 “C was compamblc to that of

activated carbon. However, the capacity of Ca-based sorbents for elemental mercury .



removal was worse than that of activated carbon.

Dan and Mcndioroz(37) developed a process to suhrize silicates as adsorbcmts.

These new xisorbents showed better mercury removal capacity than virgin activated

carbon for an intluent mercury concentration of 20 mg/m3, tlow rate of 170 cm3/min and

temperature of 45 “C.

Nakazato(38) studied the injection of u

sodium hypochlorite, into caustic soda-based

liquid chelating agent, cupric chloride and

gas scrubbing line. The liquid chekiting agent

and sodium hypochlorite injection achieved more than 90% total mercury removal.

However, the system efficiency was sensitive to pH. The best performance could be

reached at a very low pH value of 2 to 4, which would lead to corrosion problems.

Daza and Mendioroz(37) summarized other methods for mercury compounds removal.

These included: sodium zeolites impregnated with 6% sulfur; zeolites A, X and Y with

0.01-5% cationic silver; copper sulfide with a silicz alumina or silicate, aluminate or

aluminosilicate supporter; alumina-silica gels; manganese oxides acceptor and sodium

sulllde solution.

2.4 Mercury Control by Activated Carbon

Activated carbon adsorption offers the potential for controlling mercury emissions,

because it is a material with high specitic surface area that has long been considered as an

excellent adsorbent. The adsorption mechanism can be divided into physisorption find



chcmisorption. Physisorption of mercury compounds by activ~tcd curbon is a process

whereby mercury compounds arc captured by the active sites inside carbon particles.

During the process, there is no chemical reaction between carbon and mercury

compounds. Phase change is the only ultimate result of this process, because mercury

compounds condense from the vapor phase and attach to the carbon as liquid. These

condensed mercury compounds are loosely bonded to the carbon, and the strength ot’ the

bond is very sensitive to temperature changes. Resorption can easily occur at elevated

temperatures.

Chemisorption of mercury compounds, usually elemental mercury, is due to the

change of mercury from one species into another. Different materials can be used as

supports to provide surface area for certain chemicals reaction(s) to occur. Chemisorption

is sensitive to temperature, and its reaction rate increases with increasing temperature.

Chemisorption is especially suitable for capturing elemental mercury, because elemental

mercury is converted to the oxidized form which is highly non-volatile and can be trapped

in the carbon matrix.

2.4.1 Physisorption by Immobilized Activated Carbon

’39)found that the virgin carbon has the greatest adsorptive capacityEarly research

while passing a mercury stream of 2.2 ppm through a fried-bed containing 1 g of carbon

at 25 “C. However, the adsorption of mercury by the virgin carbon dramatically decrcascd

at 150 ‘C under the same experimental conditions.
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A comparison between MIsorpt ion of mercury by clectrostattc prcc ipitator (ESP) ash

and activated carbon at different temperatures and concentrations was made by Otimi er

[1/.’40)The results showed that the mercury adsorptive capacity of activated carbon was

about two orders of magnitude higher than that of ESP ash at room temperature. The

Freuncllich isotherm could model the adsorptive capacity of activated carbon at room

temperature, and the model could be extended to elevated temperatures using Dubinin’s

equation. ‘Ao)Both activated carbon

mercury at higher temperatures.

and ESP ash could adsorb very small amounts of

Some studies used activated carbons to remove other mercury compounds such as

mercuric chloride. The virgin activated carbon was able to capture a much higher

amount of HgClz vapor, even at temperatures as high as 200 ‘C, while poor adsorptive

capacity was observed for elementai mercury.

Livengood et aL(42)used a freed-bed reactor to carry out mercury uptake studies by

virgin activated carbon. Virgin activated carbon

capacity, and would not be cost-effective for

displayed very little mercury removal

mercury

capacity of activated carbon decreased with increasing

mercury concentration, and increasing particle size.

Vidic and McLaughlin found that virgin activated

controL Mercury adsorptive

temperature, decreasing

carbon (F-400) showed

inlet

poor

adsorptive capacity for elemental mercury. Korpie~w) further investigated the impact of

empty bed contact time, mercury concentration, and temperature on the performance

virgin activated carbon (BPL). The virgin carbon again showed negligible mercury uptake.
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Flora etd.’45)simulated powdered virgin activated carbon injtction in a batch t-cactor

and assessed the rate of elemental mercury uptake using the Homogeneous Surface

Diffusion Model (HSDM). The adsorptive capacity of virgin carbon decreased, while the

adsorption kinetics improved with an increase in temperature. When the system was mass

transfer limited, smaller particle size resulted in better

time resulted in the, system approaching equilibrium

adsorptive capacity of activated carbon.

mercury rcmoviil. Longer contact

and a more efficient usc of the

2.4.2 Physisorption by Mobilized Activated Carbon

Powdered activated carbon (PAC) injection and iluidized-bed operation are two

“proposed methods

move with the gas

processes.

to control mercury compounds emission.

stream, these two operations are referred

Because activated carbons

to as the mobilized carbon

In PAC injection, a small amount of PAC is injected into the flue gas stream. The

carbon offers active sites where mercury compounds can be adsorbed. Because the

particle diameter of the PAC is much greater than that of mercury compounds, these PAC

particles will be easily retained by downstream fabric falters. The effectiveness of the PAC

injection greatly depends on mercury speciation, ilue gas composition, tempemturc,

carbon type and other plant operating conditions. Lowe and St. John(JG)found that the

mercury removal efficiency of PAC injection decreased exponentially as the mercury inlet

concentration decreased.
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Krishmin a al.(36)found that virgin activated carbon could capture mom HgClz when

the temperature was increased from 100 “C to 140 “C. Activated carbon alst~ showed

signikmt capture of elemental mercury at both temperatures. They also found that virgin

PAC injection was much more effective in removing oxidized mercury forms than

elemental mercury.{’”) When PAC injection was used in MWC tests, almost 100% of

oxidized mercury was captured, while the majority of elemental mercury was discharged

through the stack. This indicates that virgin PAC injection will not be effective for the

control of mercury emission in coal-fried power plants which tend to have larger fractions

of elemental mercury than MWCS.

2.4.3 Chemisorption by Immobilized Activated Carbon

This approach mainly focuses on selecting more effective agents

mercury or its compound and use the activated carbon as a support. Sinha

to react with

and Walker(39)

were the f~st to use sulk-impregnated carbon to adsorb mercury vapors. The sulfur

loadings were 1% to 11.8% by weight. The sulfur-impregnated carbon performed worse

than the virgin carbon at 25 “C. However, for the same experiment conducted at 150 “C,

the adsorption of mercury by virgin carbon was negligible compared to that of the sulfir-

impregnated carbons.

Matsumura(A8) modiiied the carbon

oxidized with 7 N nitric acid adsorbed

surfiace by oxidation and ionization. The carbon

20 times more mercury than the virgin activated

carbon tit 30 “C and a high influent mercury concentration of 40 mg/m3. Iodized activated



showwi even greater cupacity, adsorbing 160 limes more mercury than virgin carbon.

Their data showed, however, the amount of adsorbed mercury was not proportiotwl to the

amount of iodine impregnated on the carbon.

Otani etal.(49)found that increasing the sulfur content of activated carbon from 096 to

13. 1% by weight caused mercury adsorptive capacity at 36 “C to increase. Although this

contradicted the results of Sinha and Wallcer,(3J) the authors explained that this

contradiction was due to much more pronounced decrease in surface area by the

impregnation method used by Sinha andl Walker. They also found that the amount of

mercury removed was less than that predicted by the stoichiometry of HgS formation.

They assumed that unreacted sulfur was chemically stable.

Metzger and Braun(J1) impregnated carbon by iodine. With an iodine content of 5~0 by

weight, the carbon could adsorb elemental mercury up to 5 mg Hg/g carbon. They

believed that metallic mercury reacted with impregnated iodine and formed thermally

stable HgzIz. Iodized carbon even showed greater adsorptive capacity for HgClz (up to 25

mg/g). By grinding the iodized carbon to increase the specific surface area, its adsorptive

capacity for HgClz was increased to over 100 mg/g.

’50)found that chloride slat impregnated carbons possessed up toTeller and Quimby

300 times greater mercury adsorptive capacity than virgin and sulfur-impregnated carbons

at 149-260 “C and inlet mercury concentration of 500 ~g/m3. The capacity increased with

the salt content (1-5%). The adsorptive capacity doubled when air was used as a carrier

gas instead of nitrogen. They believed that this was due to the formation of mercury

oxychloride (HgClZ*2HgO). The presence of moisture (1070 by volume) did not dccrcasc

L



the tidsorptivc capacity of the 5% CuCl~-impregnated activated carbon.

Krishwm e~a/.’47)studied HGR, u commercially ovailable sulfur impregnated activtitcd

carbon, for elemental mercury uptake, At 23 *C, mercury adsorption occurred mainly at

the non-sulfur sites in the external surface area of the carbon. At 140 “C, Hg wus adsorbed

via chemical reaction between sulfur and mercury.

Vidic and McLaughlin studied the effect of sulfur impregnation on the performance

of activated carbon (F-400S) for elemental mercury removal and compared it with HGR.

They observed that the sulfur-impregnated carbon showed much greater adsorptive

capacity than virgin activated carbon. They also found that the mercury removal efficiency

by HGR was highly temperature dependent. When mercury concentration was 40 pg/m3,

F-400S performed better than HGR carbon while containing 21% less sulfur. This was

explained by the improved method of sulfur-impregnation at 600 ‘C, which promoted

more uniform distribution of the sulfur in the carbon pore structure.

“ “ ’51)fhrther developed a new sulfur-impregnated carbon, denoted asKorpiel and Vldlc

BPL-S using a commercially available virgin carbon as support. They discovered that

stronger bonding between sulfur and carbon existed in the BPL-S than HGR carbon. At

influent mercury concentration of 40 pg/m3 and 140 “C, BPL-S performed better than

FIGR. This was considered

formed agglomerates and

due to the fact that weakly bonded sulfur in HGR melted and

reduced the sulfur surface area available for contact with

incoming mercury molecules. At high mercury concentration, HGR pcribrrned better than

BPL-S regardless of temperature, because the sulfur in BPL-S is mainly present in the

deep internal pores and is relatively inaccessible, while the sulfur in HGR carbon was
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mostly present in the macroporous regiotn and is easily accessible. ‘,

Vidic and Chw&) found that an increase in mercury concentration and a decrease in

temperature rcsultu.i in an increased overall mercury uptake for BPL-S, HGR and BPL

ctirbons. The rate of mercury uptake by HGR was slower at higher temperatures clue to

the change in sulfur structure. For a given gas temperature, an increase in mercury

concentration resulted in slower mercury uptake kinetics, which suggested that the rate of

HgS diffusion into the sulfur mass was rate limiting. BPL-S carbon displayed faster uptake

kinetics and higher total mercury uptake than HGR carbon, except for very high initial

mercury concentrations (e.g., 1000 pglm~).

2.4.4 Chernisorption by Mobilized Activated Carbon

Krishnan et a/.(3G)found that sulfur impregnated activated carbon

better than virgin carbon (FGD) and Ca-based sorbents for the uptake

(HGR) performed

of mercury at 100

‘C. However, more work needs to be done to better understand the processes involved in

the injection of impregnated carbons.

Fluidized-bed technology is also feasible for the control the mercury emissions due to

its high heat transfer efficiency, small external resistance, and low pressure drop, but the

research in this area is very limited.



3.0 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

Based on the review of literature presented in Section 2, it can be concluded that

activated carbons have a potential capability for the control of both elemental and oxidizeci

mercury emissions. Activated ctirbons impregnated with various chemicals showed

signifkantly enhanced adsorptive capacity. Preliminary studies’ showed that sulfur is

particularly suitable impregnate due to its ability to form very stable mercuric sultide even

at elevated temperatures that might be encountered in coal-fired power plmt flue gas.

Therefore, the general research objective of this study was to optimize sulfur impregnation

of activated carbons and evaluate the performance of sulfur-impregnated carbons for the

control of vapor-phase mercury emissions.

3.1 Control Parameters for Sulfur-Impregnation and Analytical Tools

The procedure for activated carbon impregnation with sulfur was designed based on

several control parameters. Among them, the impregnation temperature and initial sulfur

to carbon ratio (SCR) in the impregnation furnace were the two most important factors.

Various temperatures in the range from 250-600 “C and SCR in the range of 4:1 to 1:5

were used to prepare different absorbents. A fried-bed reactor was used to evaluate the

adsorptive capacity of these

operated at steady state, and

absorbents for vapor-phase mercury. The system was

the adsorptive capacity of each adsorbent was Mrnatcd



btiscd on the cumulative amount adsorbed until complete mercury breakthrough was

achieved.

Because the adsorptive capacity of these adsorbcnts is strongly related to the actual

forms of sulfur existing inside the carbon particles, the interaction between carbon and

sulfur, and the micro-structure of these carbon particles, it is necessary to investigate the

physical and chemical characteristics of the absorbents from a microscopic level. Usually,

specilic surface area and pore size distribution are the two important parameters used to

describe the physical structure of an adsorbent. These parameters were evaluated using

traditional BET method. Infra-red (IR) was used to detect the potential forms of sulfur on

the sorbents. The strength of sulfur bonding to carbon surface. and thermal stability of

these sorbents were evaluated using thermogravimetric analysis, while the actual sulfur

content was determined by sulfur analyzer.

Attempts were made to provide fundamental understanding of impregnated sorbents

performance for the control of mercury emissions based on their physical/chemical

characteristics obtained from these measurements. Such understanding will help improve

and optimize design strategies for the production of efficient and economical mercury

sorbents.



3.2 Impact of Flue Gas Constituents

The studies were conducted using pure nitrogen and other gases that exist in tlue gas

as carrier gases. Using pure nitrogen as a carrier gas was helpful to un@rstand the

were very important to

gas are carbon dioxide

NOX and nitrogen. A

baseline performance of the sorbents, while other gas constituents

simulate the real conditions. Typical gas constituents in the flue

(COJ, oxygen (02), moisture (HzO), trace amount of SO,,

systematic approach was used to evaluate the impact of one gas constituent at a time. The

resulting performance of these sorbents was discussed based on the possible molecular

interactions among different gas constituents, mercury, sulfur and activated carbon

surface. The possible interaction between a gas constituent and carbon surthce would be

studied. The co-existence of several gas components could complicate the study. For

example, one gas constituent may improve the performance of the carbon, while another

may deteriorate the performance when present in the carrier gas stream separately.

However, the combination of different gases could lead to a complex result. Furthermore,

certain gases may react with others if they are mixed together and the by-products may

affect the adsorptive capacity of the adsorbent.
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3.3 Impact of Process Temperature

In industry, injection of mercury sorbents is

immediately upstream of particulate control devices

typically about 130- 180 ‘C. As a result, the contact

currently evaluated at the point

where the flue gas temperature is

time for powdered sorbents is very

short (less than 1 second), leuding to fairly inefficient sorbent utilization. However, this

arrangement is justilled by the fact that the adsorptive capacity of virgin activated carbon

at tempemtures above 180 “C is practically negligible and that there will be no benefit to

injecting it at any point further upstream.

In order to increase the carbon utilization rate, it was proposed to move the carbon

injection point upstream of the air heat exchanger, where a contact time of as much as

four seconds can be achieved. However, the temperature of flue gas in this section is much

higher than near the stack, reachirtg as high as 400 ‘C. It is, therefore, necessary to

evaluate the performance of these novel absorbents at higher temperatures.

3.4 Impact of Sorbent Particle Size

The external mass transfer resistance is related to superficial velocity of the flue gas.

Higher velocity reduces the external mass transfer resistance. However, the velocity of the

flue gas is difficult to control and it varies unpredictably. The internal mass transfer

resistance includes both pore diffusion and surface diffusion, and it is a function of [hc
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pitrticlc size. This parameter can bc well controlled by choosing the appropriate size of

carbon pitrticles. Smaller particle sizes will reduce the internal milss translix rcsistimcc,

and as a rcsuh, mm-c mercury can be adsorbed by smaller particles.

3.5 Fate of Spent Sorbents

This study also investigated the environmental impact of the mercury-saturated

absorbents after they are removed from the system. Current approaches to handling the

spent absorbents are ash pond or Iandfti disposal and regeneration. For powdered

activated carbon injection operation, the powdered activated carbon will not be

regenerated and is discharged together with tly ash directly into a pond. For granular

activated carbon, both landfbg and regeneration are feasible. In a landfdl, the adsorbed

mercury compounds may be dissolved into Ieachate due to acidic conditions that occur

during landfdl stabilization. Once mercury compounds are mobilized, their migration

could pose a significant environmental risk. Therefore, a toxicity characteristics leaching

procedure (TCLP) (40 CFR 261) was utilized in order to obtain a good understanding of

the fate of the adsorbed mercury compounds once the sorbents are removed from the gas.

Currently, there are few regulatory advisory criteria for mercury in contumiru.mxl

soils, sediment, and waste. The most widely applied criterion for mercury in solid lmatcrial

is the performance of solid samples analyzed with leaching procedures developed by EPA.

These protocols have been used to classify wastes under the Resource Conserviition id



Recovery Act (RCRA). If the Icachates generated by these. protocols excccd 0.2 mg/L

limit, the waste will be classified as having failed the RCRA “toxicity characteristic.”
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4.0 MATERIALS AND METHODS

4.1 Absorbents

A commercially uvailable bituminous coal-based activated carbon (BPL) was supplied

by the manufacturer (Calgon Carbon Corporation, Pittsburgh, PA) in 4x 10 U.S. mesh

size. HGR, which is a sulfur-impregnated activated carbon derived from BPL in 4x 10 and

12x30 U.S. mesh sizes, and React-A, which is a regenerated activated carbon in 4x 10

U.S. mesh size, were also provided by the same manufacturer. Both BPL and HGR

carbons were ground into 60x80 mesh size

cm. A sample of Upper Freeport (UFP) coal

having a geometric mean diameter of 0.021

(FETC, Pittsburgh, PA) was also used in this

study. This coal sample contained mainly fme particles, and it was sieved to 170x230 U.S.

mesh size. All the samples were kept under vacuum in a desiccator prior to their use.

4.2 Impregnation Procedure of Activated Carbon by Sulfur

Two impregnation methods were evaluated for the preparation of sulfur impregnated

carbon. Figure 1 shows the configuration of the experimental system used for

impregnating elemental sulfur onto the solid substrate according to Method 1. High purity

(99.99+%) elemental sulfur flakes (Aldrich Chemical Company, Milwaukee, WI) were
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u.wd in the impregnation process. A 48-cm long, 2.54 cm outer diarnetcr, open-m-id,

hollow quurtz tube was used as a holder in the tube furnace (Lindberg Type 55035,

Watertown, WI). Two grams of’solid substrate were evenly placed in a ccrumic boat and a

predetermined amount of sulfur was placed in another ceramic boat. The high purity

nitrogen gas (99.99%) ilow ratq through the quartz tube was set at 60 mL/min and the

upstream rubber stopper on the quartz tube was removed to place the boats into the tube.

The system was closed

at room temperature to

inert atmosphere. The

and nitrogen gas was passed through the quartz tube for one hour

completely remove traces of oxygen from the tube and create an

Furnace temperature was adjusted to the required setting and

maintained for two hours while continuously purging nitrogen gas through the syst~m.

After the furnace cooled down to room

stored.

Three different temperature settings

temperature, the carbon-containing boat was

were selected for this impregnation process,

namely 250, 400 and 600 “C. Because the chemisorption of sulfur

was maxirnized at 600 “C,(53) this temperature was chosen as

onto activated carbon

the upper limit. The

designation of newly derived sorbents was based on the starting material, the initial sulfur

to ~arbon ratio (SCR), and impregnation temperature. For example, BPL-S-4/ 1-600

denotes a BPL carbon that was impregnated with sulfur at a SCR of 4:1 and temperature

of 600 “C. The same sulfur impregnation procedure was also used when impregnating

React-A and UFP coal.
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ivlcthod 2 is very simiktr to Method 1. The only diflkrencc was that instead of using

two ceramic boats, only one boat was used. SulfLIr flakes were thoroughly ground into fine

pow&r. Sulfur powder and carbon were thoroughly mixed and transferred into the boat.

Different initial sulfur to ctirbon ratio in this boat was adjusted from 1:1 to 1:5. The

impregnation temperature was 600 ‘C for all samples. The designation of these carbons

were named as the carbons derived from Method 1. A letter M was added to indicate that

the sulfur and carbon were mixed in one boat. For example, BPL-S-4/l M-600 denotes a

BPL carbon mixed with sulfur at a SCR of 4:1 and temperature of 600 “C.

4.3 Sulfur Content Analysis :

Sulfur content of HGR, React-A, UFP coal and newly developed sulfur impregnated

carbon series was measured by a Leco Model SC 132 sulfur determinator (Leco

Corporation, St. Joseph, MI). A ceramic boat containing approximately 300 mg of

activated carbon was placed in a preheated fhrnace at a temperature of 1200 ‘C. Sulfur in

the activated carbon was burned in an oxygen atmosphere and converted to sulfur dioxide

(SOZ), The S02 produced by the combustion process could be detected by the infrared

analyzer inside the sulfur determhrator. By determining the amount of SOZ, the sulfur

content present in the activated carbon could be determined.
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A series of standard samples with known sulfur content were uscci to ca]ibratc the

sulfur analyzer. Calibration was performed according to sulfur conccntmtion obtained by

combusting standard samples in the furnace.

4.4 Elemental Mercury

A mercury permeation device manufactured by

Source

VICI Metronics Inc. (Santa Clara,

CA) was used as the source of elemental~ mercury vapor (HgO) for all experiments in this

study. The device was designed to produce a constant release of mercury vapor at i-iced

temperatures. The mercury permeation device was sealed in a glass permeation device

holder with inlet and outlet ports (VICI Metronics, Inc., Santa Clara, CA) and was

immersed in a temperature-controlled oil bath (Precision Scientitlc Corporation, Chicago,

IL).

Industrial grade nitrogen (Praxair, Westlake, OH), nitrogen with COZ, nitrogen with

02, nitrogen with HzO, nitrogen with S02, and nitrogen with NO were used as carrier

gases to transport the mercury vapor to the reaction column. A dry gas stream entered

the carrier inlet and passed down through the column of glass beads which provided a

large surface area to facilitate heat exchange to reach the desired gas temperature. The

permeation device holder was isolated from the gas by two 3-way valves, which provided

a by-pass option when flushing the system with clean nitrogen gas was required. Different

mercury concentration could be obtained by varying the flow rate of nitrogen and the oil
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bath temperature. The concentration of mercury was mctisured by a Pcrkin-Elmer Model

4{13atomic adsorption spectrophotometcr (AAS).

4.5 Mercury Collecting Solution

A mercury trapping impinger solution was prepared to collect vapor-phase mercury

samples in order to determine the total concentration of mercury vapor and calibrate the

atomic absorption spectrophotometer. The impinger solution used for adsorbing the gas-

phase mercury was prepared with 1.5% potassium permanganate in 10% (3.6 N) sulfuric

acid as described by Shendrikar et al. ‘5”)The 3.6 N sulfuric acid solution was prepared by

diluting 98% concentrated sulfuric acid (Fisher Scient~lc, Pittsburgh., PA) with deionized

water. All glassware was covered with aluminum foil due to the instability of the impinger

solution in the presence of light. The solution was always used within 12 hours from the

time it was prepared.

4.6 Mercury Measurements

In order to obtain reliable and reproducible vapor-phase mercury concentration

measurements, quality control and quality assurance procedures have been fo I1owed

throughout the experiments.
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It was necessary to calibrate the AAS so that the absorbance reading dctcctcd by the

AAS could be correlated to the concentration of clcmcntal mercury ilowing through the

quartz cdl. In the calibration procedure, a steady-state stream of gas-phase mercury was

passed through the quartz cell of the AAS and captured downstream in an impinger train.

The impinger train included two gas washing

containing 250 mL (f-kst one) and 200 mL

respectively. The absorbance reading of the

bottles (Corning, Inc., Horschead, NY)

(second one) of the impinger solution,

AAS and the time were recorded. The

mercury collected in the two impingers were analyzed by liquid phase mercury analysis

using the cold vapor method (APPENDIX B). The results showed that the f~st impinger

always collected more than 97% mercury and the second impinger collected the rest of

mercury. The amount of mercury measured by the cold vapor generator was in agreement

with the mercury detected directly from MS. This test was performed for each column

run.

The same QC method was used during the experiments. The cumulative amount of

mercury collected by impinger solution was the same as the mercury measured from the

AAS directly during the same period. This indicated that only un-adsorbed elemental

mercury could leave the system. Oxidized forms of mercury such as mercuric suliide

(HgS) and mercuric oxide (HgO) could not leave the system and were trapped inside the

absorbents.

Combustion of the spent carbon is another method which was routinely u.wd to

ensure the closure of mass balance on the mercury. The spent carbon was burned in a

combustion furnace according to procedure described in APPENDIX C. The off-gas was
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colkxtcd in an impinger truin, and the impinger solution was analyzed fbr mercury

concentration by liquid phase mercury analysis (APPENDIX B). Total amount of mercury

recovered from the spent carbon using this method was compared to the total amount of

mercury adsorbed onto the carbon as measured from the. breakthrough experiment (SW

Section 4. 10). The difference between these two values wds always less than 5% of the

mean, which indicated that viapor-phase mercury measurements accordingly accounted for

the mass of mercury used in these experiments.

Another simpler method for AAS calibration is called Jerome Calibmtion. A Jerome

vessel (~izona Instrument Corporation, Phoenix, AZ) consists of a thermos bottle

containing some liquid elemental mercury, sealed with a rubber stopper. A thermometer

was fitted through the rubber stopper to measure the temperature inside the vessel. The

mercury concentration can be calculated based on the ideal gas law. The rubber stopper

has a narrow slit through which a syringe can be inserted to extract a known volume of the

mercury vapor. The mercury inside the syringe is quickly transferred into the hollow

quartz ceil of the AAS via a septum, while the exit of the cell is sealed. Since the volume

of the hollow quartz cell and the mass of mercury are known, the mercury concentration in

the quartz cell can be calculated and the corresponding absorbance reading of AAS is

recorded. A calibration curve can be obtained by repeating this injection procedure several

times with diiferent injection volumes. The calibration curve obtained by this method

compared very favorably with the calibration curve obtained by the impinger analysis

technique. The Jerome method provided another way to check the reliability of AAS

reading in the vapor phase. [t was used together with the liquid calibration method
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throughout the study.

4.7 Surface Area and Pore Size Distribution

The specific surface area of’all the absorbents used in this study was determined by an

Orr surface Area Pore Volume Analyzer Model 2100 (Micromeritics Instrument

Corporation, GA). Pore size distribution was performed using a liquid nitrogen resorption

method. Details of the experirnental procedure and calculation can be found in the user’s

manual.

4.8 Thermogravimetric Analysis of Bonding between Sulfur and Carbon

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA 7, Perkin Elmer Corporation, Norwalk, CT) was

conducted to study the strength of the bond between the sulfur and absorbents surface.

Each adsorbent was heated from 40 “C to 400 ‘C in an argon atmosphere based on a

programmed heating procedure. Loss of sulfur was determined from the loss of mass of

the impregnated carbon in reference to the loss of mass of the virgin carbon.



4.9 Thermogravimetric Analysis of SOZ and NO Effect on Carbon

The possible effects of S02 and NO on virgin BPL carbon and BPL-S-4/ 1-600 were

investigated by using TGA. Since

sample (sensitivity is 0.001 mg), it

TGA is able to detect very small weight. change of a

provides a reliable method to study the weight change

of carbon when S02 or NO is present in the carrier gas.

The analysis was performed at 140 “C in order to simulate the temperature condition

during the column tests. Usually, the weight of the sample pan was set to zero when the

TGA furnace was set to 140 “C. Then, about 4 mg of virgin carbon was loaded to the pan.

Pure N2 passed through the furnace via “balanced gas port” at 60.0 mL/min and was

maintained at this flowrate throughout the test. Another pure N2 stream passed through

the TGA via “sample purge port” at 40.0 mL/min. To prevent any backflow, it is

important to make sure that the flow through the balanced gas port is at least 15.0 m~min

greater than that via the sample purge port. The furnace was heated up to 140 “C and

maintained for 6 hours. The experiments included reference test and mixture gas test. For

the reference test, pure Nz was supplied via the “sample purge port” throughout the 6-

hour period. This test provided a baseline for the mixture gas tests. For the mixture gas

tests, the sample purge port was connected to pure N2 for one hour to stabilize the system.

Then, S02/Nz or NO/N2 was introduced into the system at 40.0 mL/min via the sample

port by replacing the nitrogen line through the sample purge port. The system wos

maintained at this condition for about another 4 or 5 hours. The weight change was

recorded automatically by a Personal Computer (Dimension XPS D300, Dell Computer



Corporation, Round Rock, TX) tittached m the TGA.

4.10 Experimental Setup

Fixed-bed adsorption experiments were pm-formed to cietcrmine the adsorptive

capacity and breakthrough curves of the various absorbents under a variety of process

conditions. A I“med-bed stainless steel reactor column was designed and installed for the

vapor-phase mercury removal test. Figure 2 shows the layout of the experimental systems.

The column, packed with 100 mg adsorbent, was placed inside the oven to allow

experimental investigation at the desired temperature (140 *C). Elemental mercury was

generated from the mercury permeation cell with a concentration of 40 @m3. The tlow

rate of the carrier gas was set at 1.0 LAnin. Industrial nitrogen, nitrogen with oxygen,

nitrogen with carbon dioxide, nitrogen with sulfur dioxide and nitrogen with nitric oxide

were used as carrier gases.

In order to confii that no interference with elemental mercury measurements by

AAS occurs due to the presence of different carrier gases, and that no reaction between

mercury and these gases occurs in the system, several tests were performed according to

the description provided in APPENDIX D.

To facilitate direct comparison of various mercury sorbents, the experimental

conditions for each column run were always kept the same: 100 mg of sulfur-impregnated

sorbent was placed in the fried-bed reactor operating at 140 “C using an in~lucnt mercury
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corwcntrution of 40 yg/m3 and a ctirrier gas tlow of 1.0 L/rein. The normalized clllucnt

conccntmt ion as a function of time was generatwi for each adsorbent, and the amount 01

mercury adsorbed in each run could be calculated by integrming the area above the

breakthrough curve. .

During the preparatory phase of each experiment, rnercury-lden gas by-passed the

adsorber and was monitored by the AAS until stable levels were established. At the same

time, oven temperature was gradually increased to reach a desired level. Once the mercury

concentration was stabilized, the mercury-laden gas was introduced into the reactor in a

down flow mode and time was recorded as zero. The experiment was terminated when the

AAS indicated that the effluent concentration from the column was the same as the inlet

concentration.
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5.() RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

5.1 Results for Absorbents

Because the performance of

Prepared Based on Impregnation Method 1

sulfur-impregnated activated carbons should be a

function of both SCR and impregnation temperature, it was decided to divide the sorbents

into two groups while evaluating their performance. Three carbons prepared with the SCR

of 4:1 and impregnation temperatures of 250, 400, and 600 ‘C constituted Group A. Four

carbons produced at the impregnation temperature of 600 ‘C using the SCR of 4:1, 2:1,

1:1 and 1:2 constituted Group B.

5.1.1 Column Run Tests

Figure 3 shows mercury uptake as a function of the amount of mercury supplied to

the adsorber (Mercury Throughput) for the carbons in Group A. As can be seen from this

figure, mercury uptake was strongly related to the impregnation temperature. As the

impregnation temperature increased, the capacity for mercury removal also increased. For

example, the maximum mercury uptake for BPL-S-4/l-250 was about 550 Kg Hg/g

carbon, while the capacity for BPL-S-4/ 1-600 was about 2200 yg Hg/g carbon.’jb)

Figure 4 illustrates the mercury removal efficiency for the four carbons in Group B.

When SCR changed from 4:1 to 2:1, the capacity for mercury removal did not experienw
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a significant decrease. Major loss in capacity was observed when SCR was reduced from

2:1 to 1:1. As shown in Figure 4, both BPL-S-4/ 1-600 and BPL-S-2/ 1-600 exhibited high

capacity for mercury uptake, while the capacities of BPL-S- 1/1-60{) and BPL-S- 1/2-600”

were approximately 40 to 50% lower.

Figure 5 compares mercury uptake capacity of coal samples and HGR. From the scale

of the ordinate, it is clear that the uptake capacity for these three samples was much Iowcr

than the capacity of BPL-S series. The amount of mercury adsorbed by HGR was only 35

to 45 ~g Hg/g carbon. Mercury uptake capacity of UFP-4/l-600 was only 4 ~g Hg/g coal,

while the uptake capacity of UFP was negligible (less than 2 pg Hg/g coal).

Adsorption capacity of React-A-4/l-600 is compared to the performance of BPL-S-

4/1-600 in Figure 6. As is apparent from this figure, React-A-4/l-600 demonstrated very

similar performance for mercury uptake to that of BPL-S-4/ 1-600, yielding overall

mercury uptake capacity of 1900 pg Hg/g carbon.

’39) showed that the mechanism for mercury removal by sulfur-A previous study

impregnated carbons was primarily through the formation of mercuric suliide (HgS).

Therefore, the physical and chemical properties of sulfur, the predominant form of sulfur,

the available surface area, and the pore size distribution are essential Factors which

idluence the performance of these sorbents,

The presence of various sulfur allotropes on the carbon surface depends on their

distribution in the vapor phase, which is a strong function of ambient ternpemture(sx) and is

provided in Table 8. Generally, the major allotropes of sulfur at high temperatures arc
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short-chain molecules with low molecular weight. On the other hand, long-chain or ring

forms with high molecular weight comprise the main fraction of sulfur Wotropcs at 1(}w

temperatures. Another important fact is that linear sulfur molecules tend to be mom

reactive than ring-form sulfur molecules because the two terminal sulfur atoms at the cnd

of a linear chain are more active than sulfur

impregnation temperature is very high (e.g.,

atoms connected in a ring. Therefore, if the

600 “C), short-chain linear sulfur allotropes

will predominate. Because of their

pores inside the carbon particle.

small size, they can penetrate into deeper and narrower

Table 8 Dominant Sulfur Allotropes at Different Temperatures(~8)

Temperature, “C & S7 stj S5 S2 Vapor Pressure, atm*

180 65% 15% 15% 0.0027

250 49% 27% 21% 0.017

400 22% 36% 28% 5% 2% 0.496

600 59% 16.4% >3.817

* Calculated based on reference 13.

The last column of Table 8 shows the saturated sulk vapor pressures at different

temperatures, which were calculated based on the empirical equations given by Hampel

’13) “When the temperature increases, the vapor pressure of sulfur increases rapidly,

indicating that sulfur molecules are present mainly in the vapor phase rather than in the

liquid phase. Since nitrogen gas was continuously flushing the quartz cell during the

impregnation process, lower amount of sulfur could be attached to the carbon surface at

higher impregnation temperatures. As can be seen from Table 9, which provides key

properties of sulfur impregnated sorbents utihzed in this study, the sulfur content
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decreased from about 37% to about 10% as the impregnation temperature increased from

250 “C to 400 “C. When impregnation temperature was further increased to 600 “C, the

effect of saturated vapor pressure became less significant since the sulfur content of BPL-

S-4/1-600 was only slightly lower than that of BPL-S-4/ 1-400.

Table 9 Sulfur Content and Surface Area of Sorbents Used in This Study ‘

I Sample Type I Sulfur Content, wt.% I Speciiic Surface Area, mz/g I

BPL-S-4/l-250 36.2 -38.5 164.4 -170.6

BPL-s-4/ 1-400 10.27-10.65 628.7 -634.4

1’ BPL-S-4/l-600
I

10.04-10.18
I

823.7 -845.7
I

1 t

i
BPL-S-2/l-600 9.12-9,21 897.6 -909.5 1

I BPL-s-l/l-6oo I 8.31-8.39 I 847.6 -860.6 I
1

BPL-S-l/2-600 7.11-7.23 859.0 -888.6
1

I I

BPL 0.51-0.73 987.7 -1026.0 1
I BPL (heated to 600 ‘C) I 0.45-0.51 I 960.7 -989.5 I
I HGR I 9.66-10.01 I 782.6 -823.1 I

I 1

I React-A-4/l-600~i 826.2 -876.2
I I

t UFP 1.39-1.47 45-51.3 {

I UFP-4/l-600
I

4.57-4.65
I

20.5 -24.3
I

The data in Table 9 also show that the sulfur content in BPL-S-600 series decreased

from about 10% to about 7% as the SCR decreased from 4:1 to 1:2. This change in SCR

not only decreased the absolute amount of sulfur on the carbon surthce, but also reduced

the number of terminal active sulfur atoms. The direct consequence was that the mercury

removal capacity became smaller.(57’60)
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As discussed above, the mechanism for mercury adsorption is governed by the

reaction betwtxxt active sulfur atoms and vapor phase mercury molecules. Although the

impregnation temperature was the most important Factor influencing the efficiency of these

new udsorbents, lower SCR values also decreased their efficiency for mercury removal.

However, SCR did not exhibit as strong an intluence on the performance of these novel

carbons as did the impregnation temperature. Therefore, the assessment of the

performance of sulfur-impregnated carbon for mercury removal cannot rely solely on the

measured sulfur content of the sorbent.

5.1.2 TGA Results

BPL-S-4/l carbons

weight loss is shown

negligible loss in weight,

were heated in TGA to 400 “C in art argon atmosphere and the

in Figure 7. BPL-S-4/ 1-600 and BPL-S-4/ 1-400 underwent

whereas BPL-S-4/ 1-250 lost more than 90% of its sulfur content

during the heating process. This indicated that the bonding force between sulfur and

activated carbon matrix was much stronger for BPL-S-4/ 1-600 and BPL-S-4/ 1-400 than

for BPL-S-4/l-250. Since the column run temperature for all tests was 140 “C, which is

above the melting point of sulfur (115.2 ‘C), it is

bonded sulfur in BPL-S-4/ 1-250 carbon melted,

reasonable to

agglo recrated

assume that the looscly-

and migrated along the

internal pores. As a result, the total sulfur surface area available t’or the reaction with

mercury decreased and that a large portion of sulfur in the internal pores were unused. A

similar TGA test was performed on the other sot-bent used in this study. As shown in



Figure 8, HGR lost signilicunt amount of sulfur indicating the weak bonding fonx

between sulfur and carbon, while UFP-4/l-600 exhibited behavior similw- to BPL-S-4/ 1-

600.

5.1.3 BET Surface Area

The classical nitrogen BET method was used to study the micro-structure of these

new activated carbons. The specitic surface area for each adsorbent is listed in Table 9.

For the BPL-S-4/l series, the speciilc surface area decreased with a decrease in the

impregnation temperature. For instance, the specific surface area of BPL-S-4/ 1-250 was

only 20~0 of BPL-S-4/ 1-600 surface area. Comparing the surface area of virgin and heated

(at 600 “C ‘without the addition of sulfur) BPL carbons, it can be seen that the surface area

did not signiilcantly change as a result of exposure to 600 “C (Table 9). This indicated that

the major reason for the loss of surface area for all these carbons was the impregnation

with sullir.

As shown in Table 8, the major forms of sulfur allotropes at low temperature are !%

and ST. These ring-structured molecules could only enter large pores and easily form

clusters. Consequently, these clusters blocked pore entrances and reduced the total surihce

area measurable by the BET method. Since BPL-S-600 carbons were prepared at high

temperature, clogging was not a probiem, and, as shown in T~ble 9, none of them

exhibited significant loss of surface area due to the impregnation process regardless of the

variations in SCR.



Table 9 also shows that both UFP and UFP-4/

area, which minimized the charms for sulfur to at
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-600 had very small speciiic surfiwc

ach to the cod surfwx. The actual

sulfur” content for UFP and UFP-4/ 1-600 were only about 1.470 and 4.67c, rcspcctivcly.

As shown in Figure 5, their capacities for mercury removal were nq$gible because both

sorbents had very low

React-A-4/ 1-600

high surface area

mercury removal.

surface area and low sulfur content.

exhibited similar physical characteristics as BPL-S-4/ 1 series. Its

and large portion of active sulfur terminal atoms facilitated effective

Figure 6 shows that React-A-4/l-600 is a highly efilcient adsorbent like

the sulfur-impregnated absorbents derived from virgin activated carbons.

5.1.4 Pore Size Distribution

Liquid nitrogen resorption method was used to measure the pore size distribution of

HGR and BPL and its derivatives. All pore size distribution measurements on BPL-S-4/ 1

series are summarized in Figure 9. As can be seen from Figure 9, the undersized pores

(radius less than 20A) and the oversized pores (radius greater than 180 A) constituted

only a small portion of total pores for all carbons used in this study. The major differences

among these carbons can be found in the distribution of 40 to 100 A pores. In order to

study the temperature effect on pore size distribution, virgin BPL carbon was heated at

600 “C for 2 hours. As can be seen in Figure 9, heated BPL had larger volume of pores in

the range 40 to 100 A than virgin BPIL. Apparently, 600 ‘C was a sufficiently high

temperature to induce changes in the inner structure of BPL carbon, resulting in pore
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t~pcning.

[t is postulated that this difference in pore size distribution among BPL-S carbons is a

direct result of impregnation temperature and sulthr loading. First, the amount of sulfur

attached to the carbon increased as the impregnation temperature decreased. As a result,

more pores will be i-fled for BPL-S-4/l-250 carbon than BPL-S-4/ 1-400 and BPL-S-4/ 1-

600. The existing form of sulfur molecules is another important factor. At lower

impregnation temperatures, sulfur molecules are mainly h the form of rings or long linear

chains. Although these molecules will have little steric hindrance for oversized pores, they

may form barriers in the medium-sized pores. As these large sulfur molecules attach to the

carbon surface, they tend to block the entrance to medium pore openings and form multi-

Iayers to further reduce the surface area. At “higher impregnation temperatures, smaller and

shorter-chain sulfur molecules are dominant. They can easily migrate along the carbon

pores, resulting in a more uniform suhr distribution. Thus, more medium-sized pores are

available in the carbons prepared at higher temperatures. As stated earlier, HGR is a

commercially available sulfur-impregnated activated carbon. Although the detailed

preparation steps for HGR are not available, the temperature range for HGR

manufacturing is estimated between 150 and 200 ‘C. It showed similar sulfur content to

BPL-S-4/l-600, and its specillc surface area was also high. But the major portion of

internai pores was in the 20 to 60 A range. Because the impregnation tempemture w~s

low, it contained a lower amount of active terminal sulfur atoms which was the key reason

that HGR had much lower capacity for mercury removal compared to BPL-S series.



[t should be noted that SCR does not have nearly as much inllucncc on pore size

distribution, kkcause very similar distributions were mcmsurcxi for curbons prepared LLSing

the SCR that varied by a fiictor of 8. These results are shown in Figure lo.

5.2 Results for Absorbents Prepared Based on Impregnation Method 2

From the series of experiments conducted for the absorbents prepared

Impregnation Method 1, it was clear that the impregnation

determining factor for the performance and adsorptive capacity for

temperature was

various absorbents.

by

the

On

the other hand, the impact of SCR was less pronounced. Furthermore, from Table 9, a

large amount of sulfur was lost during the impregnation process when adsorbent and

sulfur were kept in two boats. For instance, the actual .@fM content for each carbon in the

BPL-S-600 series only varied less than 490, while the initial sulfur to carbon ratio changed

from 4:1 to 1:2. Therefore, a design of an improved impregnation method which may

reduce the amount of sulfhr consumption in the impregnation protocol and yet achieve the

similar result needed to be developed.

As described in Section 4.2, powdered sulfur and virgin activated carbon were placed

in one boat to prepare the sulfur-impregnated carbon. A series of sulfur and carbon

mixtures was prepared according to the matrix given in Table 10.
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Table 10 Sulfur Content and Surface Area for BPL-S-M Series

I Sample Type I Sulfur Content, wt. % I Specific Surfwx Area, m~/g I
BPL-s-l/l M-6oo 10.9-1 1.() 842.3 -871.0

BPL-S- l/2 M-600 9.42-9.75 854.4 -904.6

I BPL-S- l/5 M-600 I 7.93-8.01 I 856.7 -862.3 I

The adsorptive capacity for new BPL-S-M series was also tested using the flied-bed

column system under the same conditions as for the BPL-S series. The results shown in

Figures 11 to 13 indicated that the mercury uptake efficiencies for BPL-.S- l/l M-600 and

BPL-S- l/2M-600 were very close to that exhibited by BPL-S-4/ 1-600 (2200 pg Hg/g

carbon and 2100 ~g Hg/g carbon comparing to 2300 pg Hg/g carbon), and the adsorptive

capacity for mercury decreased to 1450 ~g Hg/g carbon when the initial sulfur to carbon

ratio in the mixture was reduced to 1:5.

From a comparison of Tables 9 and 10, it could be concluded that the similarity of

physical properties between BPL-S-M carbons and BPL-S-600 series determined the

mercury uptake capacity for the BPL-S-M series. For example, the actual sulfur content

for BPL-S- l/2M-600 was 9.6% and the sulfur content for BPL-S-4/ 1-600 was about

10. 1%. The surface area of BPL-S- l/2 M-600 was almost the same as that of BPL-S4/ 1-

600. Hence, both sorbents exhibited very similar behavior for the uptake of elemental

mercury.

The key advantage of the new impregnation procedure is that it reduced the amount

of sulfur required to maintain a sulfur content of about 10%. In the impregnation Method
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1, the sulfur ml w-bon were totally scpamtc. When the oven tcrnperaturc increased, a

majority of the sulfur woLdd be carried out by N? gas before it had the ch~nce to react with

carbon. Furthermore, su~ur vapor needed to go through several steps before it coLdd

impregnate the carbon particles, i.e., 1) mass transfer from the bulk phase to the outer

carbon surf~ce (external mass transfer) and 2) mass transfer

to the microporous region (internal mass transfer). and the

from the outer carbon surik

migration of sulfur mokculcs

inside the pores (pore diffusion) and along the pore walls (surface diffusion). Each step is

associated with mass triinsfer resistance and a concentration gradient would be established

during the process.

The initial sulfur

Impregnation Method

loss and the mass transfer

2. Since sulfur and carbon

resistance may be reduced for the

were thoroughly mixed together, a

substantial amount of sulfur could be trapped by the carbon particles. Consequently, this

reduced the initial sulfur loss. In addition, it was assumed that the sulfur powder was

confined in the interparticle region at the beginning. Subsequently, the concentration

gradient between the bulk sulfur and the sulfur-carbon interface should be much smaller.

As a result, the external mass transfer resistance could be minimized. Lower initial sulfur

loss and reduced external mass transfer resistance

effectively impregnated according to Method 2.

led to more sulfur could be more
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5.3 Effect of Carbon Dioxide on the Performance of BPL-S Carbon

CO? is one of the major components in the flue gas. It typically constitutes 15% of the

total flue gas. The results of carrier gas test described in APPENDIX D showed that CO?

does not interfere with element~l mercury measurements and does not react with vapor-

phase mercury. The C02 effect on the performance of BPL-S-4/ 1-600 was tested using

two different gas compositions. In the fust experiment, 5?10COZ and 95’ZONz mixture was

used as the carrier gas. In the second experiment, 15% C02 and 85~0 N2 constituted the

carrier gas.

Figures 14 and 15 compare mercury uptake by BPL-S-4/l-600 in the presence of

varying amount of C02. As can be seen from these figures, the adsorptive capacity of

BPL-S-4/l-600 was virtually unchanged regardless of the presence of C02. Therefore, this

test indicated that

COZ did not react

COZ behaves like an inert gas during the course of the experiment, i.e.,

with elemental mercury and did not interfere with the reaction between

sulfur and mercury. Consequently, the presence of C02 in the carrier gas will not affect the

performance of sulfur-impregnated activated carbons.

5.4 Effect of Oxygen on the Performance of BPL-S Carbon

Direct contact between 02 and elemental mercury in the vapor phase at 140 “C does

not lead to any reaction as documented in APPENDIX D. However, it is not known what
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would be the impact of 01 on mercury uptake by sulfur-impregnated carbons. The

conccntri.ition of 0~ in the carrier gas was varied from O to 9% and the resulting mercury

uptake is shown in Figure 16.

When the concentration of OZ was only 3%, the mercury uptake capacity of BPL-S-

4/1 -600 was remained almost unchanged. The overall

as the OZ concentration increased to 6% and 9%.

mercury removal capacity increased

Compared to the mercury uptake

capacity in the absence of oxygen, 16% and 33% more mercury was adsorbed by BPL-S-

4/1 -600 when the oxygen concentration was 6% and 9%, respectively.

It is well known that O? is readily chemisorbed by activated carbons and that carbon-

oxygen complexes are usually important in determining the surface reactions and

adsorptive behavior of the carbons. ‘s3)Therefore, it was necessary to study the possibility

of carbon-oxygen complex formation during the column test conducted in the presence of

oxygen and their impact on mercury removal.

APPENDIX E describes the experimental procedure used for testing the total acidic

’61)Both virgin carbon (13PL) and sulfur-impregnated carbonsurface functional groups.

(BPL-S-4/l -600) were tested for the formation of acidic oxygen complexes during column

runs. The results are summarized in Table 11. Pre-oxidized samples are those prepared by

contacting 2 grams of the un-oxidized samples with a stream of air (flow rate of 1.0

L/rein) in a ceramic boat at 140 “C for a period of 7 days. It is clear from these tables that

carbon-oxygen complexes are formed when virgin and sulfur-impregnated carbons are

exposed to oxygen.
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Sulfur content of the prc-oxidized BPL-S-4/ 1-600 was measured by Lcco Sulfur

Analyzer. Dup]icak tests showed that sulfur content was reduced from about 1()% to 9?.

Approxinuttely 1% of sulfur was lost during 7 days of contact with an air stretim at 140

“C. It is postulated, therefore, that the sulfur loss is due to the reaction between O? and

sulfur. The estimated sulfur loss rate was 3. 1x10-6 mmol/min, resulting in average vapor-

phase SO? cbncentrwion of 0.076 ppm.

Table 11 Titration of Different BPL Samples

Carbon Type Total acidic surface functional group, ~eq/g

Un-oxidized Pre-oxidized

BPL - 430-460 570-585

BPL-S-4/l-600 110-150 615-625

Since the acidic surface functional groups increased

impregnated BPL were treated by air, it was necessary to

after virgin BPL and sulfur-

study if these changes would

affect their performance for mercury uptake. Column studies were performed with these

un-oxidized and pre-oxidized carbons using pure N2 as a carrier gas. The breakthrough

curves are shown in Figures 17 and 18. As indicated in these figures, mercury uptake

capacity was almost the same for air-treated and original absorbents. Figure 18 also shows

that 1970stdfur loss did not reduce the mercury capacity of BPL-S-4/ 1-600.

It is clear that oxygen can oxidize the carbon .surfiaceand increase the acidic surfwe

functional groups. However, the change of carbon surface groups has no impact on the

performance of activated carbon for mercury uptake. Reaction between O? and mercury



was the main reason fbr the enhanced pcrformwwe of BPL-S-4/ 1-600 in the prcscncc of

oxygen. Because the cnhance”d performance was only observed with the presence of

activated carbon, it is po.stuluted that activated carbon acted as a catalyst to liwiiitate the

reaction between mercury and 0?.

In order to support this hypothesis, virgin BPL was tested in 9% oxygen for mercury

uptake to investigate if the carbon had a catalytic effect for the reaction between mercury

and oxygen. Figure 19 illustrates that virgin carbon showed much higher capacity of

mercury uptake (20 kg Hg/g carbon after 4 hours) under 9fZ0 Oz than carbon under pure

nitrogen (1.5 ~g Hg/g carbon at saturation). Furthermore, after initial 3.3 pg mercury

passed the system (1 hour), continuous mercury uptake was observed (90% breakthrough)

throughout the rest of the test period. Since virgin BPL can only remove 1.5 #g Hg/g

carbon, the excessive capacity of mercury removal for BPL in 9?70 Oz can only be

explained by the conversion of mercury to mercuric oxide. As mentioned earlier, no

reaction was observed between oxygen and mercury without the presence of activated

carbon, this test result further supported the hypothesis.

In addition, even if activated carbon acted as a catalyst, its catalytic effect could be

decreased due to the loss of surface area by sulfur impregnation. It is crucial to know if

the active carbon still have enough uncovered surface area to provide active sites for the

reaction between mercury and oxygen. This can be done by estimating the w-es covered by

sulfur molecules.



The maximum area covered by st.dfur molecules can htippen only at these conditions:

the sulfur imolecuks are all in the single atom form and only a mono-layer exists on [hc

carbon surfmx. The diameter of a single sulfur atom is 2.08x 10-’0m.(G2)For BPL-S-4/ I-

600 carbon, the specitlc surface area is about 900 m2/g with 10% sulfur inside. The area

covered by sulfur molecules can be estimated as follows:

Weigheofsuifur = 10% x I = 0.1 g

Number of sulfur molecules= O.1/32 x 6.02x1023 = 1.88x102*

Area covered by one sulfur atom= 3. 14/4 x (2.08x10-10)2 = 3.396x10-20 mz

Total area covered by sulfur molecules = 1.88x1021 x 3.396x10-20= 63.85 mz

Percentage of the total carbon surface covered by sulfur = 63.85/900=7.1%

From the above calculation, it is clear that there is still plenty of surface area available

even at the extreme conditions. In fact, the actual available surface area should be higher

since the majority of the sulfur molecules may form multiple layers on the carbon surface.

Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the carbon still has enough capacity of

facilitating the reaction between mercury and oxygen.

5.5 Effect of Moisture on the Performance of BPL-S Carbon

Typical coal-f~ed power pliint flue gas consists of about 10% moisture. Results from

APPENDIX D show that moisture interferes the AAS reading. These results also indicate

that Nation dryer can be used to eliminate the interference without adsorbing mercury.
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Thcrc[ore, Lhcexperimental system depicted in Figure 20 is used.

A pure strcmm of NZ is passed through the mercury permeation cell, while another

stream of N? is sent through the moisture generator. Wet Nz gas and the mercury-lwkm N?

gas are mixed together prior to contacting the reaction column, The gas flow rate for each

Nz stream and the temperature for the moisture generator is carefully adjusted so that u

desired moisture content imd mercury concentration can be achieved.

5 and 10% moisture is added to the carrier gas to study its impact on the performance

of mercury sorbents, while all other parameters will be identical to those used in previous

study (tlow rate of 1.0 L/rein, mercury concentration of 40 Vg/rnq and reaction

temperature of 140 ‘C). “

Figure 21 shows the impact of carrier gas moisture content on mercury uptake by

BPL-S-4/ 1-600. The total mercury uptake capacity did not change when 5% moisture was

introduced in the carrier gas. However, carbon adsorptive capacity decreased as much as

2590 when the moisture content increased to 10%. Since the adsorptive capacity of carbon

did not change at low moisture content, it can be concluded that moisture does not affect

the reaction between sulfur and mercury. Therefore, it is postulated that the effect of

moisture is related to the adsorption of water by carbon surface. The carbon surface can

bind water molecules to form hydrogen bonds with other molecules. Higher vapor

pressure will increase the amount of adsorbed water. For the 5% moisture test, the

capillary condensation may be the dominant process. As the water vapor pressure

increased to 10~0, water molecules were able to fti the micropores and isolated water

zones merged and formed a thin layer on the carbon surface, thereby creating additional
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mass transfer resistance for the adsorption of elemental mercury.

Another Factor affecting the carbon pwforrnance is the. hydrogen formtition CILICto the

dissociation of water by carbon. It was reported that hydrogen w-d CO

enough water vapor pressure is present above carbon surfhce in

temperature range. Furthermore, hydrogen is preferentially retained by

can be formed if

the column run

ciu-bon.(5s) Since

the molecular diameter of hydrogen is

molecules to deploy in carbon pores with

extremely small, it is very easy for hydrogen

different sizes and form strong hydrogen-carbon

complex. As a result, the available

react with sulfur in those pores.

meso-pore area is decreased, and mercury is unable to

5.6 Effect of S02 on the Performance of BPL-S Carbon

S02 is one of the trace components in flue gas with concentrations varying from

several hundred ppm to a few thousand ppm. S02 maybe further oxidized into SOS due to

the presence of 02. The co-existence of SOX,NOX and moisture will form various acids in

the flue gas, e.g., H2S03, H2SOJ, and HN03. Licata et aL(@) proposed that elemental

mercury could react with H2S04 and form mercurous sulfate (Hg2S0,+). Hall et d.(65)

observed that HgO was formed when vapor-phase elemental mercury was mixed with NOZ

gas at 340 “C. These results strongly suggest that S02 and NO, could have an impact on

mercury adsorption. Therefore, it was considered crucial to investigate how these gases

will affect the adsorptive capacity of BPL-S-4/ 1-600 under the specific conditions for the



column tests.

As shown in APPENDIX D, SOZ can interfere with AAS. Therefore, a “gas-wtishing”

system (0. 1 M NaOH solution) followed by Nation Dryer was installed downstream in the

system before the gas was analyzed. The impact of S02 cm both virgin BPL ml BPL-S-

4/1-400 was studied using the S01 concentration of 300 ppm. In order to create 300 ppm

S02, pure nitrogen at 0.4 L/rein passed

SOI/NZ mixture (Praxair Inc., Bethlehem,

the

PA)

mercury permeation cell. Then, 500 ppm

joined this gas at 0.6 L/rein. After passing

“gas-washing” solution and Nafion Dryer, the mercury concentration was verified at 40

~g/m3 by AAS.

Figure 22 compares the mercury uptake by virgin BPL using pure N2 and 300 ppm

SOz/NI mixture. This result indicated that the mercury uptake capacities for virgin BPL

were essentially the same for both cases., Figure 23, which shows the column tests with

BPL-S-4/l-600, suggests that the capacity of sulfur-impregnated activated carbon was

also unaffected by the presence of 300 ppm of SOI in the gas.

It is well known that S02 could interact with carbon via physisorption or

chemisorption at relatively high temperatures (> 500 “C) and high concentrations .(bb’67’‘8)

The possible reactions are:

2S02+2C+2C02+ S2

C02+C+2C0

2S02+4co-+4coZ+&

The overall reaction is:



and

2S02+2C+2C02+S2

In this study, TGA was used to investigate the potential el’feet of

BPL-S-4/ 1-600 under process conditions (Section 4.7). Figure

S02 on virgin BPL

24 shows that the

weight of virgin BPL and the weight of BPL-S-4/ 1-600 were unchanged during the TGA

test.

From the overall reaction, every mole of S02 would consume 1 mole of Carbon and

deposit 0.5 mole of S2. In terms of weight, the net weight of carbon should increase about

4 g per mole of S02. Based on the experimental conditions (200 ppm S02/Nt at 140 “C

with 100 mL/min), it could be estimated that 0.772 mg of weight increase might be

observed for the 5-hour period. Even if only 1/500 of S02 reacted with carbon, 0.00 I mg

weight change could be found. Apparently, S02 did not react with virgin carbon at 140 “C.

From the result of BPL-S-4/ 1-600 test, it could be concluded that S02 did not interact

with sulkr either.

Low S02 concentration and low

retarded the possible reaction. Low

reaction temperature were the two reasons that

S02 concentration could not provide sufficient

concentration gradient through the carbon-SOz interface and, subsequently, the mass

transfer resistance was high. In addition, low reaction temperature further slowed the

kinetics of the reaction.
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5.7 Effect of NO on the Performance of BPL-S Carbon

500 ppm nitric oxide was used to study its effect on the performance of virgin BPL

and BPL-S-4/ 1-600. The initial 1000 ppm NO/NZ mixture (Praxair Inc., Bethlehem, PA)

at 0.5 L/rein was mixed with pure nitrogen (0.5 L/rein) downstream of the mercury

permeation cell to create 500 ppm NO/Nz mixture. Since NO did not affect the reading of

AAS (APPENDIX D), the mercury-laden gas was measured directly by AAS.

From Figure 25, it can be seen that performance of virgin BPL was almost the same

for both pure nitrogen and NO/N2 mixture. Figure 26 shows the column run test with

BPL-S-4/l-600. It can be seen that the performance of the carbon did not show signitictint

change as the carrier gas was switched from pure Nz to NO/N2 mixture. The results of

TGA tests shown on Figure 27 confwm that the weights of both virgin and BPL-S-4/ 1

carbon were not changed upon contacting NO.

Based on the experimental conditions (400 ppm NO in Nz at 140 “C with flow rate of

100 mL/min) and ideal gas law, the amount of NO passed through the system in 5 hours

was about 11.59 mg. If 1/10000 of NO had been adsorbed by carbon, TGA would have

shown a weight increase by 0.001 mg. Since this was not observed, it was postulated that

NO could not be adsorbed by carbon at these test conditions.

Some researchers found that NO could react with carbon to form various

products.(Gg’70)The typical reactions are:

C+2NO+C02+N2

C +NO+CO+U2 Nz
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CO+ NO + COZ + 1/2 N?

According to these reactions, carbon weight loss should be observed duc to

gasification. On the contrary, this was not found in the test. One possibility was that the

concentration of NO in this experiment was extremely low (0.0004%) comparing to 1% -

10% NO used by the referenced studies. Low temperature was another factor thut caused

the observed behavior. Since BPL-S-4/ 1-600 also did not show, any weight loss when

contacted with NO, the possible reaction between NO and elemental sulfur can also be

excluded.

Since NO could not be adsorbed by carbon, the surface area and pore size distribution

of carbon remained unchanged. In addition, since no reaction occurred between NO and

carbon, the micro-structure of carbon

preserved. No reaction between NO and

was not destroyed, and the active site were

sulfur further ensured that NO acted as an inert

gas in the column tests. As a result, NO had no effect on the performance of BPL and

BPL-S-4/l-600 for mercury uptake.

5.8 Effect of Process Temperature on the Performance of BPL-S Carbon

As discussed in Section 3.3, an experiment was designed

by BPL-S-4/ 1-400 at higher temperatures. A tube furnace was

to test the mercury uptake

used M the heating section

for the column instead of an oven. Also, stainless steel tubing, which can tolerate high

temperatures, was used for the inlet and outlet connections for the reactor in lieu of Tctlon
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tubing. DLIe to the existence of heat transfer msistancc between the heating clement and

the gas stream, the actual temperature inside the reactor was monitored by a

thermocouple. Pure Nz rather than a mixture of gases was used as the carrier gas so that

the results can be compared with previous runs at 140 “C, while the other experimental

conditions were the same as before.

Figures 28 and 29 show the column run at 250 and 400 “C, respectively. From these

results, it can be seen that the performance of BPL-S-4/ 1-600 (5.35 ~g/g at 250 ‘C and

0.568 ~g/g at 400 “C) was decreased drastically as compared to the performance at 140 “C

(2600 Lg/g).

Since the experiments were done at different temperatures, it is necessary to study the

thermodynamics of the reaction. APPENDIX F shows the fundamental thermodynamics

calculation based on the Gibbs free energy and reaction equilibrium constant.

Table F4 in APPENDIX F shows that mercury and sulfur reaction is highly

irreversible regardless of the forms of sulfur and the possibility of decomposition of HgS

can be ignored. Since AG increases as the temperature increases, the reaction is

exothermic. Another important factor is that the AG values for solid sulfur and liquid

sulfur are almost the same at a certain temperature. Therefore, the state change

does not affect the tendency of the reaction. In terms of equilibrium constant K,

of sulfur

a drastic

decrease of K as the temperature increase shows that much less HgS can be created at

higher temperatures. Since K value at 140 “C is still several magnitudes higher than K at

250 and 400 “C, a signitlcant amount of HgS can still be generated at 140 “C.
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Figure 30 shows the result when 2{)0 mg of BPL-S-4/ 1-600 was used at 250 “C. It

cm k seen that the mercury uptake capacity of this carbon was increased by about 6(ET.

Larger amount of carbon provided mom sulfur to react with mercury and also cxtcndcd

the detention time of mercury in the system. AU of these fiictors contributed to the

improvement in mercury uptake by BPL-S-4/ 1-600 carbon.

5.9 Effect of Sorbent Particle Size on the Performance of BPL-S Carbon

The particle size of the adsorbent used in all of the tests so far was 60x80 US mesh

size. Two smaller particle sizes, namely 170x230 (average diameter of 0.08 mm) and 400

(average diameter of 0.03 mm) US mesh size, were used to determine if there are any

signiilcant improvements in mercury uptake with a decrease in particle size. Impregnation

Method 1 was used to prepare these carbons.

It can be seen from Figure31 that the total mercury uptake capacity was increased by

about 14% when smaller particles were used. However, there was no signflcant increase

in capacity when the particle size was reduced from 170x230 to 400 US mesh size. Table

12 shows the sulfur content and specific surface area of these two carbons. The results

indicate that these two carbons have similar sulfur content and specific surface area

compared to 60x80 sulfur-impregnated carbon.
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Ttible 12 Physical Properties of Small P~rticle Size Carbons

I Stimple Type I Sulfur Content, wt.% I Specitic Surfke Area, tn2/g I

I BPL-S-4/ 1-600, 60X80” I 10.04-”10.18 I 823.7 -845.7
I

I BPL-S-4/ 1-600, 170x230 I 9.88-10.51 I 833.7 -869.2 I
I I

BPL-S-4/ 1-600,400 10.22-10.56 840.1 -852.5

Carbon particles contain many tortuous, random and interconnected porous regions

resulting in large surface area. Once the vapor phase mercury molecules enter the carbon

particle, these molecules diffuse through the pores along these tortuous paths before they

can react with sulfur molecules. Larger particles have more complex paths than smaller

particles. As a result, higher internal mass transfer resistance is associated with larger

particles than the smaller ones.

When the particle size was reduced from 60x80 (0.2 1 mm) to 170x230 (0.08mm), the

internal mass transfer resistance decreased. However, those internal structure changes

became less signiilcant as the particle size decreases from 170x230 (0.08 mm) to 400

(0.03 mm). On the other hand, the headlloss through the bed was increased. The increase

in headloss caused the increase in external mass transfer resistance. As a result, no distinct

improvement in mercury uptake was observed.

Further decrease in particle size may not be practical. The major concern is the

headless increase through the freed-bed reactor when much smaller particles are used and

powder sorbent injection or fluidized-bed can be considered as an alternative mode of

application.



5.10 Fate of Spent Absorbents

Based on the results from APPENDIX G, the Extraction Fluid 1 was LISd for the

tests of sulfur-impregnated activated carbon absorbents containing mercury.

Based on EPA method 1311, a 20:1 (weight) solvent to solid ratio is recommcnkl

for the TCLP operation. However, since the available spent sample size was only 100 mg

per batch, and at least 15 ml of liquid is need for the cold vapor AAS analysis, a modfled

TCLP method was adopted. Usually, 0.1 g of spent adsorbent was pliced in a glass vial

together with 20 mL of Extraction Fluid 1. The solvent to solid ratio in this study was

200:1. The volume of the vial is also 20 mL so that there is no headspace above the liquid.

By doing so, the possibility of losing any mercury into the vapor phase can be eliminated.

All the sample vials were capped and sealed tightly by Teflon tapes. Then, the vials were

placed in a tumbler for the extraction process at a speed of 30 rpm. The extraction process

was terminated after 18 to 20 hours.

The supernatant was separated by pressurized fdtration. Liquid mercury analysis

method (described in APPENDIX B) was used to measure mercury concentration in the

supernatant. The solid adsorbent was collected to verify the remaining mercury

concentration by the combustion procedure described in APPENDIX C.

Table 13 shows the mercury concentrations measured in extracts of different spent

~dsorbcnts. From this table, it can be seen that mercury adsorbed by sulihr-impregnated

carbons was not extracted by acidic solutions. The sample storage time varied from 2 to

330 days, and the tidsorbents included all types of sulfur-impregnated carbons (i.e. HGR,
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React-A-S and BPL-S series). The lust column of Table 13 shows the rtitio of expcctcd

mercury mass on the ad.sorbents after breakthrough tests and the umount measumd by

combusting the absorbents after the TCLP tests. These results revealed that the fimount of

mercury remaining on sulfur-impregnated acisorbents after TCLP test was equaled to the

amount of mercury adsorbed during the breakthrough tests.

The test results for BPL carbons loaded with mercury and stored for 2 and 310 days

revealed different behavior. Although there was no

TCLP leachate, the combustion tests showed that the

mercury detected in the modified

amount of mercury present on this

sorbent after 310 days of storage was much lower than the expected value. The amount of

mercury present on BPL carbon after 2 days of storage was within the experimental error

of the expected value.

Such behavior is in agreement with the hypothesis that mercury is chemisorbed by

sufir-impregnated carbons as HgS. HgS is a very stable chemical with high sublimation

point (583.5 ‘C) and often considered

Modi.i5ed TCLP results showed

not soluble in water and weak acids.(71)

that, the amount of mercury extracted from virgin “

BPL carbon is far below the RCRA limit (200 ug/L). ’72’73)However, the combustion tests

showed that carbon with longer storage time can lose mercury, most likely by evaporation.

As discussed before, mercury adsorbed by virgin carbon is considered to be predominantly

elemental mercury. Since elemental mercury is a very volatile material at room

temperature, it is reasonable to expect that a significant amount of mercury enters the

vapor phase during a long storage period.
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Table 13 Modikl TCLP Results for Diilkrcnt Carbon Samples

Stimplcs Storage Time, Hg in leach~te, wg/L Expected : h’kasurcd,

days Detection limit = 0.1 @g carbon
I I I

BPL-s-4/ 1-600 30 Not Detected 2287:2170

] BPL-S-4/l-600 I 330 I Not Detected I 2312:2421 I
BPL-S-2/l-600 240 Not Detected 2010:1907

I BPL-S-U1-600 I 200 I Not Detected I 1256:1302 I
I BPL-s-4/l-4oo I 260 I Not Detected I 1448:1331 I

! 1 1

BPL-S-4/ 1-250 180 Not Detected 550:603

I React-A-S I 300 I Not Detected I 1905:1961 I

I HGR I 260 I Not Detected
I

38:36
1

1 t ,

HGR 60 Not Detected 36.9:38
I 1 b

BPL 310 <0.2 0.65:0.42
I I [

BPL 2 <0.2 0.68:0.71

Apparently, mercury adsorbed by sulfur-impregnated carbons is more stable than that

adsorbed by virgin carbons. It is obvious that converting elemental mercury to HgS would

be beneficial in terms of handling the spent sorbents. Another important conclusion is that

although modi.tied TCLP analysis of spent virgin carbon may pass the regulation limits, the

elemental mercury could re-enter the vapor phase during a long storage time. This will

certainly form a hazardous waste, and the spent virgin carbon should be treated as

hazardous material regardless of the modiiied TCLP results.



6.() SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This study concentrated on the development of novel, high efficiency adsorhents to

reduce the mercury emission from coal-t-ired power plants. The key tasks that have been

accomplished include:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Developed new sulfur impregnation procedures that provided the most signiticunt

enhancement for mercury uptake by activated carbon-based absorbents

Investigated the fundamental physical and chemical properties of these absorbents

and studied the impact of these properties on the performance of mercury uptake

Evaluated iniluence of other gas constituents on mercury removal

Established

temperature

the dependency of activated carbon adsorptive capacity on

in terms of basic thermodynamic relationships

Studied the particle size effect on mercury uptake by activated carbon

Assessed the fate of spent absorbents and correlated the potential environmental

impact to the nature of these spent absorbents
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6.1 Novel Impregnation Methods and Related Properties of Absorbents

Sulfur-impregnated activated carbons derived using the Impregnation Method. 1

(BPL-S series) showed significantly improved mercury uptake capacity (2200 Kg Hg/g

carbon) comparing to HGR (35-45 p.g Hg/g carbon) and coal-based absorbents (4 ~g

Hg/g coal) at 140 ‘C. Impregnation temperature and initial sulfur to carbon ratio (SCR)

are the two key parameters in the preparation of the impregnation procedure. The mercury

uptake capacity of the BPL-S carbons was strongly related

temperature. As the impregnation temperatures decreased from

to the impregnation

600 to 250 “C, the

mercury uptake capacity also decreased from 2200 to 550 ~g Hg/g carbon . The impact of

SCR was less pronounced. When SCR was varied from 4:1 to 1:2, only half of the

capacity was lost for BPL-S-600 carbons (2200 to 1050 ~g Hg/g carbon).

Based on the physical properties of sulfur molecules, it was concluded that higher

impregnation temperatures (e.g. 600 “C) provided more short-chain sulfur molecules

resulting in high reactivity due to larger amount of terminal sulfur atoms.

Another advantage of higher impregnation temperatures was that the carbons were

able to retain relatively high spec~lc surface area and

Carbons prepared at lower impregnation temperatures

moderate portion of meso-pores.

resulted in a smaller surface area

and lower fraction of meso-pores. It was postulated that long-chain and ring-structure

sulfur allotropes were dominant in absorbents prepared at lower temperature. These

allotropes block the entrance to the narrow pore region and can also form multiple layers
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on the carbon surface. As a result, absorbents prepared at lower temperatures (e.g. 250

“C)could not provide enough active sites to flwilitate the reaction bctwetmmcrcury and

sulfur.

TGA analyses revealed that strong bonding between sulfur and carbon was evident in

carbons prepared at higher impregnation temperatures (400 and 600

bonding could prevent sulfur from migrating during mercury

“C). This strong

adsorption and,

consequently, mercury could easily access sulfur in carbon pores. On the other hand,

absorbents prepared at 10wer temperatures (e.g. 250 “C) were unable to confine the

movement of sulfur molecules at process conditions. As a result, reduced mercury uptake

capacity was observed for these carbons.

Impregnation Method 2 was developed

have a strong impact on the mercury uptake

based on the observation that SCR did not

by the absorbents prepared using Method 1.

Instead of separating sulfur and carbon into two boats, ground sulfur and carbon particles

were carefully mixed in one boat for the impregnation procedure.

Absorbents prepared by

equivalent mercury uptake

Impregnation Method 2 (BPL-S-M Series) demonstrated

capacity (2100 ~g Hg/g carbon for BPL-S 1/ lM-600)

compared to BPL-S-4/ 1-600 (2200 j.tg Hg/g carbon), while much lower amount of sulfur

was needed to prepare these absorbents (1:1 to 1:2). Large surface area (840-870 m2/g)

was also preserved in these absorbents. This new impregnation method reduced

loss from 97% (BPL-S-4/ 1-600) to 80% (BPL-S- l/2 M-600) and enhanced

transfer between sulfur and carbon particles.

the sulfur

the mass
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6.2 Effects of Different Gas Constituents

C02, 02, HzO, S02, and NO are the major gas constituents in the tlue gas. In this

study, the effect of each individual gas constituent on mercury uptake was studied by

using BPL-&4/ 1-600 carbon.

COZ behaved like an inert gas during the course of the experiment, It did not react

with elemental mercury and did not interfere with the reaction between sulfur and

mercury. The presence of C02 did not affect the performance of the adsorbent.

No reaction was observed between 02 and Hg without the presence of adsorbent. At

low Oz concentration (3%), the mercury uptake capacity of the carbon was unchanged

(2200 ~g Hg/g carbon). When 02 concentration increased to 6 and 9%, the mercury

uptake capacity of the carbon increased by 16 to 33%. Additional tests revealed that the

presence of 02 increased the acidic functional groups on the carbon surface. However, this

change alone did not lead to the capacity increase of the carbon. It was postulated that

carbon acted as a catalyst to

surface.

Moisture alone did not

promote the reaction between 02 and mercury on the carbon

react with mercury. However, moisture presence interfered

with AA measurement of elemental mercury and

moisture prior to AA analysis. Study of moisture

Nation dryer was used to remove

effdct showed that mercury uptake

capacity of carbon (2200 yg Hg/g carbon) was not affected at 570 moisture concentration,

but the capacity decreased by 25?lowhen moisture increased to 10910. For the 5% moisture

test, the capillary condensation may be the dominant process. As the water vapor pressure



increased to 1{Mo, water

entrance 0[ tictivc sites,

adsorption of elemental

molecules were able to fill

thereby creating additional

mercury, Another hctor
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the micropores ond blocked the

mass transfer resistance for the

possibly affecting the m-bon

performance is the hydrogen formation due to the dissociation of water by carbon.

Furthermore, hydrogen is preferentially retained by carbon. Since the molecular diameter

of hydrogen is extremely small, it was very easy for hydrogen molecules to deploy in

carbon pores with different sizes and form strong hydrogen-carbon complex. As a result,

the available meso-pore area was decreased, and mercury is unable to react with sulfur in

those pores.

300 ppm S02 in Nz and 500 ppm NO in Nz did not affect the mercury uptake by

virgin BPL or BPL-S-4/l-600. TGA results demonstrated that both virgin BPL and BPL-

S-4/1-600 did not adsorb or react with S02 or NO. Low concentration (300 ppm for S02

and 500 ppm for NO) and low temperature (140 “C) limited the kinetics of possible

reactions. As a result, the micro-structure of the carbon was preserved.

6.3 Temperature Effects on Mercury Uptake

In order to prolong the contact time between mercury and carbon, it was proposed

that heat exchanger section could be another point for carbon injection. Since the

temperature at this section is much higher, column tests were performed at 250 and 400

“C to investigate this alternative.
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The results showed that the mercury uptake was significantly decreased (54 pg Hg/g

carbon at 250 “C and 5.8 ~g Hg/g carbon at 400 “C) at these temperatures. Since H.g and

S reaction is highly exothermic, thermodynamics calculation has shown that the

equilibrium constant decreases sharply from 6.3x 108 (140 “C) to 2. lx 103 (400 “C).

Therefore, high reaction temperatures should be avoided for optimal adsorption process.

6.4 Particle Size Effect on Mercury Uptake

Experimental results showed that smaller particle size (170x230) sulfur-impregnated

BPL showed improved mercury uptake by about 10%. However, the performance was not

further improved as 400 US mesh size carbon was used.

Carbon particles contain many tortuous, random and interconnected porous regions

resulting in a large surface area. The complexity of the paths is a function of the particle

diameter. Smaller particles have less tortuosity comparing to larger particles. As a result,

the internal mass transfer resistance is smaller in these particles. Therefore, mercury can be

more efficiently adsorbed by smaller particles. However, the headless through the bed

increases as the particle size decreases. This negative effect could offset the advantage of

using smaller particles.



6.5 Fate of Spent Absorbents

Modified TCLP experiments were performed using various spent adsorbcnts after

diffiircnt stomge times. The results indicated that the mercury conccntmtion in all lc~chutc

samples did not exceed 0.2 mg/,L RCRA limits. However, additional mass balance sm.ly

showed that the amount of mercury remained in the spent absorbents was strongly related

to the type of sorbent used. Virgin carbon containing mainly elemental rncrcury tended to

lose mercury over time due to the fact that HgO is a highly volatile element. .Sulfur-

impregnated carbons did not loss any mercury since the major form of adsorbed mercury

was HgS.

It can be concluded that converting elemental mercury to HgS is beneficial in terms of

spent absorbents handling. Since the HgS is chemically stable, it is suggested that spent

sorbents containing HgS can be treated as non-hazardous material and can be disposed of

safely.

6.6 Economical and Engineering Concerns

The potential application of these novel absorbents in a coal-fried power plant is

associated with economical concerns. Therefore, it is necessary to estimate the cost of

using this technique. From the mercury uptake capacity of the BPL-S-4/ 1-600 carbon (2.2

mg Hg/g carbon), it can be estimated that how much carbon is needed to remove mu-wry



from a coal-h-cd power plant. For example, a 500 MW coal-fired power plant emits ().31

kg of mercury per day.( 18)Then, the amount of carbon is:

weight of carbon = O,31X1O’/2.2= 140909 g = 141 kg

Assuming that the cost of 1 kg of carbon is 10 dollars, the cost of carbon will be

$14 10/day. Additional cost is related to the construction of the pollution control dcviccs

and daily operation fees. This result is helpful for engineers to estimate the overall cost of

implementing the activated carbon based devices for mercury control.

Since the study has not been tested in the flue gas conditions, some fiictors that may

have potential influence on the performance of the absorbents were not studied. For

instance, the particles in the ilue gas may block the intra-particle spaces if the activated

carbon bed is operated in a freed-bed mode. As a result, the pressure drop through the bed

will increase, and the performance of the carbon will be deteriorated. One solution is to

periodically backwash the bed using air to remove those particles. Another solution is to

operate the bed in a fluidized mode. Since the carbon particles are suspended in the bed,

the fme particles in the flue gas can travel freely through the bed without attaching to the

absorbents. Carbon particles having good mechanical strength should be used since the

friction among carbon particles may cause the loss of carbon. However, the sulfur loss can

be ignored due to the fact that sulfur is impregnated deeply inside the carbon particles.

Finally, injection of activated carbon particles can also be used to avoid the clogging

effect. A particle collecting device (e.g., cyclone) should be installed downstream to

collect the carbon particles.
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7.0 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

From the results of current study, it is clear that the performance of sulfur-

impregnated activated carbons for mercury uptake is strongly related to physical and

chemical properties of both sulfur and carbon. The fundamental physical properties

analysis of & sorbents (i.e., BET specific surface area and pore size distribution) and

predominant forms of suifur on the sorbent surface provide the basic information for

explaining the behavior of these sorbents. However, in order to gain better understanding

of mercury uptake, it is important to incorporate information on the micro–structure and

surface chemistry of the carbon.

One of the future studies may focus on the adsorption of mercury onto the graphite

surface. A linear optical reflection technique can be applied to monitor the adsorption

process. Once mercury molecules travel from the vapor phase to the carbon, and migrate

along the carbon surface, it may combined with carbon to form an intermediate and then

react with sulfi.u-, or it may react directly

technique is a powerful tool to investigate

carbon.

with sulfur. The linear optical reflection

which step may actually occur inside the

It is also important to further study the actual presence of sulfur inside the carbon.

For example, it may be necessary to study if sulfur molecules are evenly distributed inside

the carbon. The possibility of any interaction between sulfur molecules and what effect it

can cause. Dispersive X-ray analysis is helpful to identify the chemical compositions on



ihc carbon surfwx. Furthermore, an adsorption mocicl may be dcvclopwi bawd on this

StLldY.

The formation of HgS inside the carbon may also need to be further investigated.

Once HgS is formed inside the carbon, the product layer may breakup and let new

mercury molecules to react with sulfur (surfhce refreshing). It could also stay on the outer

layer of the”sulfur and form a “product shell”. New mercury molecules need to penetrate

through the shell and react with sulfur molecules. As a result, the product layer grows

thicker and the sulfur core becomes smaller (shrinking core). Again, X-ray adsorption

technique can be used to monitor where the HgS is inside the carbon. These investigations

may lead to the consideration of how sulfur can be more efficiently used.

The presence of a particular combination of gas constituents in the carrier gas,

especially those that can affect the performance of absorbents, (i.e., S02 and water and

NO and water) may also have some impacts on the surface of carbon. Carbon may

selectively adsorb certain gases and the selective adsorption could change the surface of

carbon. Furthermore, these gas molecules may compete for the active site with mercury

molecules. It maybe very helpful to investigate this effect from a microscopic level (X-ray

adsorption) to explain the column tests in terms of surface chemistry.
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APPENDIX A

FIGURES
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APPENDIX B

Liquid phase mercury can

oxidation/reduction reaction:

LIQUID PHASE MERCURY ANALYSIS

bcanalyzed bycold vapor generator basmi onthc following

Hg2+ + Sn2+ + HgO+ SnJ+

In order to correctly measure the mercury concentration, a standard calibration curve

is prepared. This was done by spiking clean impinger solution with a know volume of

1000 ~g/L mercury atomic absorption standard (Aldrich Chemical Company, Milwaukee,

WI). Serial dilutions were performed so that the concentration range of

1-31 ~g/L. Four standards and one blank were prepared for the liquid

the standards was

phase calibration.

100 mL of each standard was placed into 150 mL PTFE bottles. 15 mL of recoloring

solution (12% NaCl and 12% hydroxylamine sulfate in DI water) was added to each PTFE

bottle to reduce the excess permanganate. The bottles were shaken vigorously and vented

to release the generated gas. Stannous chloride (SnC12) was used as the oxidizing agent

and was prepared by adding 25 g SnC12 and 20 mL 36% HCl into 100 mL DI water.

Figure B 1 shows the setup of the vapor generation accessory. It contains a reaction

loop in which the mercury solution and stannous chloride are mixed. The generated

elemental mercury vapor is stripped out of solution with nitrogen gas in the gas-liquid

separator. The two effluent streams from the cold vapor generator are the gaseous stream

containing all of the mercury in elemental form and a waste liquid stream void of mercury.

The waste liquid stream is collected in a waste bottle. The gaseous effluent stream is

passed through the inlet of the AAS quartz cell. It usually takes 2 to 3 minutes to obtain a
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stable adsorbancc reading. A liquid phase mercury calibration curve is gmwratcd from the

standards by plotting absorbance as a function of the known concentrations. Aftcrwiuds

the samples collected in the impinger tmins were wmlyzed to determine their mercury

content based on the liquid phase calibration curve. A sample of the calibration curve is

shown in Figure B2. Although the calibration curves were highly reproducible, new

calibration curve is made for each individual experiment in order to minimize experimental

error.
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APPENDIXC COMBUSTION PROCEDURE

The spent ackorbents are periodically burned in a high tctrtperaturc furnwx (o l’urthcr

check if the oxidized mercury formed during the column run is trapped inside the carbon

particles. By comparing the amount of mercury collected through the combustion of the

spent sorbents to the amount of mercury adsorbed in a column run, a mass balance check

can also be made for the total amount of mercury. The setup of the combustion systcm is

shown in Figure C 1.

Spent adsorbent is placed in a ceramic boat inside a furnace. Pure oxygen flow

through the system is set at 1 mL/sec and the furnace temperature is set at 850 “C. The

combustion time used was 1 hour and the off-gas was continuously collected in two

impingers. The f~st impinger contained 250 mL KMn04 in 10~0 HzSOi solution, and the

second impinger contains 200 mL KMnOd in H@.&

Since the spent absorbents usually contained large amounts of mercury compounds, it

was expected that the impinger solution also contained high mercury concentrations.

Proper dilution was necessary in order to use the fiquid analysis method. For impinger A,

2.5 mL of collected solution was diluted by clean impinger solution to 1.0 L. For impinger

B, 20 mL of collected solution was diluted to 1.0 L by fresh impinger solution. These two

diluted solution were analyzed directly using the liquid-phase mercury ana!ysis

(APPENDIX B).



Spent carbon in
ceramic boat

\

Furnace

‘“T
Oxygen tank Temperature Impinger A Impinger B

Controller

Figure C 1 Experimental System for the Combustion of Spent Sorbents
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APPENDIX D TEST OF DIFFERENT CARRIER GASES

The following tests were conducted to determine if carbon dioxide (CO:), oxygen

(02), moisture (HzO), sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitric oxide (NO) would reuct with

elemental mercury without the presence of sulfur-impregnated activated carbon. Two sets

of experiments have been done for each carrier gas.

D1 Carbon Dioxide

Nitrogen at 1.0 L/rein was f~st used as the carrier gas through the system (Figure 2)

when the column was connected to the system without any adsorbent inside. The oven

temperature was maintained at 140 ‘C. The reading from the AAS stabilized at 0.022,

indicating the mercury concentration is 40 pg/m3. Then, the nitrogen gas was replaced

with pure C02 at 1.0 LAnin and the AAS was monitored continuously for 24 hours for the

variation in instrument reading. During this test, the observed reading from AAS was still

0.022 and the impinger trains were used to collect the mercury-laden gas for 1 hour. The

results of the liquid phase mercury analysis also indicated that the mercury conccntrat ion

was 40 ~g/m3. This test showed that COz does not produce any interference with mercury

measurement by the AAS and does not react with vapor-phase elemental mercury.
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D2 Oxygen Test

The test of oxygen as 1 carrier gas followed the same promiure LNed for the CO?

test. The testing period was also 24 hours, The results showed that no reaction occurred

between oxygen and vapor-phase elemental mercury and that there is no interference of Og

(up to 10%) with AAS measurements of elemental mercury.

D3 Moisture Test

Experimental results have shown that the presence of moisture in the carrier gas

causes a higher reading of mercury concentration from MS. Therefore, it is necessary to

eliminate this interference before the mercury concentration is measured by AAS.

A high performance Ntion dryer (Perma Pure Inc., Tomb River, NJ) was used for

this purpose. The system is similar to Figure 20 except no adsorbent is placed inside the

column. A high sensitivity hygrometer

relative humidity (RH) of the moisture

ratio of moisture in the carrier gas can

the temperature.

(Testo 610, Germany) was used to measure the

created by moisture generator. Then, the volume

be obtained by converting RH to vol.% based on

The first step was to test the adsorptive capacity of moisture by Na~ion dryer.

Nitrogen at 1.0 L/rein passed through the moisture generator maintained at 60 “C. The

downstream line of the moisture generator was heated by heating tape to 140 “C. Tcsto

610 hydrometer indicated that the relwive humidity at this point was 2.9%. Since ideal gas



law can be iipplicd, the following cqua~ion can be LNCd to convert RH m vol.% t~l’

moist me:

Where:

P=,, i,ow= 361.19 kPa

P,O,.I= 101.325 kPa

Therefore,

Voi.% = 361,19X 2.9%/101,325 = 10.3%

The wet gas entered the Nafion dryer where the fwst 40 cm of the dryer was heated

and the rest was exposed to ambient temperature. Moisture can be absorbed by the

membrane inside the dryer. Hydrometer indicated that the RH was 1170 at 25 “C (O.349’O

by volume, P~~,25OC= 3.169 kPa, P~til = 101.325 kPa). The reading of MS indicated that

no interference occurred at the moisture concentration.

It is necessary to test if the Nation dryer can adsorb mercury. A stream of mercury of

40 pglm3 was measured by AAS using pure nitrogen as carrier gas at 1.0 L/rein. Then, it

was directed to the Nafion dryer and the effluent was monitored by AAS. No change of

mercury concentration was observed.

Finally, 0.5 L/rein nitrogen from mercury permeation cdl which is merged with 0.5

L/rein nitrogen from moisture generator passed through the Nation dryer. The AAS

reading from downstream showed 40 ~g/ms.



D4 Nitric Oxide Test

AA reading was adjusted to 0.000 when pure nitrogen passed through the systcm.

Then, nitrogen gas was switched to NO/NZ mixture (1000 ppm NO) tit 1.() L/rein. For 2

hours, the AA reading was still at 0.000. This result indicated that NO/Nz mixture did not

interfere with the AA. The next experiment was to test if this NO/N2 mixture was going to

react with mercury. The mercury concentration was set at 40 pg/m3 (AA reading was

0.022) by using pure nitrogen as carrier gas at 1.0 L/rein. The carrier gas was switched to

NO/N2 mixture at 1.0 L/rein and AA reading was monitored. For another 2 hours, the AA

reading was unchanged at 0.022. It was concluded from this test that trace concentrations

of NO do not react with mercury.

D5 Sulfur Dioxide Test

Similar to the NO/N2 test, SOz/N2 mixture (500 ppm S02) was monitored by AA

directly at 1.0 L/rein for 2 hours. During this period, AA reading was around 0.014. This

result showed that S02 influenced AA reading at the wavelength range

mercury. Therefore, it was necessary to remove S02 in order to ensure

was only associate with mercury.

In order to remove S0?, a 0.1

prepared and poured into an impinger.

was analyzed by the AA. This time,

used to measure

that AA reading

M NaOH “gas-washing solution” (20(1 ml) was

The SOz/Nz mixture passed the impinger before it

the AA reading became lower. Considering that



moisture could be introduced into AA cell from the impinger, Testo 610 hygrometer was

used to measure the rclat ive humidity at the exit of the impinger. A value of 90% rcdative

humidity was found at the exit of the impinger indicating significant amount of water

vapor entrainment. From the moisture study, it was known that moisture would affect the

AA reading. Since Nafion Dryer had shown excellent ability to eliminate moisture, it was

used again to remove moisture carried out from the NaOH solution. The Nation Dryer

was installed immediately downstream of the “gas-washing” bottle. S02/Nz mixture passed

the impinger and the dryer before it entered the AA cell. During 2-hour period test, the

AA gave 0.000 for the cleaned carrier gas.

The above tests showed that S02 interfered with the AA reading. A “gas-washing

solution” (O.1 M NaOH) followed by Nafion Dryer could solve this problem. Figure D 1

shows the arrangement of the modtiled setup of the experiment.

The next step was to test if S02 would react with mercury. First, pure Nz at 1.0 LAnin

was used as a carrier gas to carry 40 ~g/m3 mercury through AA (AA reading was 0.022).

Then, SOz/Nz mixture was used as a carrier gas. When this mercury-laden gas passed the

“gas-washing” solution and Nafion Dryer, the reading from AA remained at 0.022. It was

concluded that the presence of S02 in carrier gas does not react with mercury.
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Figure D 1 Modified Setup for SOz/Nz Mixture
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APPENDIX E DETERMINATION OF TOTAL ACIDIC FUNCTIONAL GROUPS

TwtJ steps tire needed to measure the acidic surihce functional group content of

activated carbon. First step is to let carbon samples react with appropriate base, and the

second step is to determine the total amount of base consumed by the reaction.

Two grams of a carbon were placed into two 100 mL gIass bottles each. Each bottle

was f~ed with 70 mL 0.05 N NaOH, sealed with Teflon-lined stoppers and aluminum

caps, and placed into a tumbler. The tumbler rotated at a speed about 45 rpm for 3 days.

The bottles were taken out of the tumbler and the filtered supernatant was analyzed

for the remaining base concentration by titrating with 1.0 N H2SOAto pH 4.5. Tables E 1

and E2 give the results of the titration tests for un-oxidized and pre-oxidized BPL and

BPL-S-4/l-600 carbons.

Table El Titration Results for Acidic Functional Groups of BPL

H2SOQused, ti pH

0.05 NaOH, trial 1 3.50 12.69 to 4.50

Un-oxidized BPL, trial 1 2.64 12.57 to 3.67

I Pre-oxidized BPL, trial 1 I 2.36 I 12.53 to 4.50
1 ,

I 0.05 NaOH, trial 2 3.50 12.68 to 4.49
I I

t Un-oxidized BPL, trial 2 2.58 12.56 to 3.83

I Un-oxidized BPL, trial 2 I 2.33 I 12.43 to 4.48 I
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Table E2 Titration Results for Acidic Functional Groups of BPL-S-4/ 1-600”

HZS04 LNXI,mL pH

(1.05 NaC)H, trial 1 3.50 12.68 to 4.25

~ :: ,2510434

Un-oxidizwi BPL-S-4/ 1-600, trkd 1 12.61 to 4.47

Pre-oxidized BPL-S-4/l-600, trial 1

0.05 NaOE-1,triid 2 3.50 12.66 to 4.49

Un-oxidized BPL-S-4/l-600, trial 2 3.28 12.64 to 4.39

Un-oxidized BPL-S-4/l-600, trial 2 2.27 12.53 to 4.27

The equivalent

EQ = (H*SO~

functional groups (EQ) can be calculated:

used for titrating 0.05 N NaOH - HZSOJ used for titrating the

looo/2g, “

where EQ is in ~eq/g.

sample)x
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APPENDIXF THERMODYNAMICS OF MERCURY AND SULFUR REACTION

Basic thermodynamic sconcepts are hclpthlto understand some fundamental aspects

of mercury and sulfur reaction. For instance, the likelihood of the reaction (Gibbs free

energy, AG), reversible or irreversible, exothermic or endothermic, and reaction

equilibrium constant (K) under different conditions are the key Pactors.

As discussed earlier, sulfur under our experimental conditions is predominantly short

chain molecules. To be conservative, long chain sulfur molecules were used for

thermodynamic calculations:

Hg + 1/8 Sg ===> HgS

For any reaction,

VIRI + VZRZ===> v3P

where vi is the stoichiometric factor, R represents reagent and P is product; the

thermodynamic fimctions have following relations:

heat of formation AH= ZViAHi (1)

Gibbs free energy AG = ZViAGi (2)

Using the empirical expression for CP of one spccies:(’~)

c,
—= A+ BT+CT2+$
R

CP change for the whole reaction can be calculated as:

ACP
—= AA+ ABT+ACT2+~

R T~

(3)

(4)
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where AA = ZViAAi, AB = XviABi, AC = ZviACi and AD = ZviADi.

Table F1 AH and AG at standard condition ( 1 bar, 25 “C)(7~)

I Chemicals
I !

& Liquid 1854 432

$3 Solid 180 35

Hg Vapor 61380 31880

HgS Solid I -55850 I -50600 I
Hg (“)+ 1/8 & (L)== HgS (S)

I
-117461.8 I -82534 I

I I

Hg (v)+1/8 S8 (s)== HgS (s) -117252.5 -82484 1

Table F2 Factors for Equation (4) Based on & Liquid in 25 to 140 “C Range(75)

A B c D

S, liquid 35.543 -0.2030 3.128x104 o

Hg vapor 2.5001
I

o I o I o I
HgS solid 5.48015 0.0018351 0 I o It t 1 1r A’ I -1.4628 I 0.02722 -3.910X10-5 o

Tabie F3 Factors for Equation (4) Based on & Solid in 25 to 140 ‘C Range(75)

A B c D

S, Solid 2.2987 2.033 x10-3 o -13189

Hg vapor 2.5001 0 0 0

HgS solid 5.48015 0.0018351 0 ()

A 2.69271 I.581x103 o 1648.63

●
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Using the values of empirical constants given in Table F2 ond F3 for liquid and stllid

Ss, respectively, wc can calculate heat of formation for 1 mole HgS as:(7’)

AH ~+MT+AB

R ‘R
#1+ A3CT3 ~

T
(5)

J is a constant regardless of tempcmture. For example, Since AH of sulfur (liquid) and

Hg reaction at 25 ‘C and 1 atm is AH~20,= -117461.8 J/mol, T = 298 K and AA

through AD are known, J can be found from equation (5).

J/R = -14556 kg K

Gibbs free energy is related to equilibrium constant K as:

AG = –RTln K (6)

and K is a function of temperature which can be expressed by:(74)

–J
lnK=—

AB
+AAlnT+- T+Ac %1–6–T2 +—

RT 2 2T’
(7)

Again, AGOfis known, and K“f at standard conditions was calculated from equation (6).

Then, constant I could be calculated from equation (7). For instance, I for S (Iiquid) and

Hg reaction is -10.6696.

The relationship between AG and temperature is(’i)

( AB AC T2+AD+I
AG=J-RT AAh T+—T+— —

26
)

2T2 ,

Since J and I have been determined, it is possible to i-red the

constant for sulfur and mercury reaction at different temperatures.

theoretical prediction of mercury an/1 sulfur reaction.

(8)

AG and equilibrium

Table F4 shows the
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Table F4 Gibbs Free Energy and Equilibrium Constant at Different Tcmpcrtiturcs

1 Temperature “C I s (1)+Hg (V) == HgS (S) I s (s)+ Hg (V) == H@ (S) I
I

I
AG, J/mol K AG, J/mol K

25 -82534 2.884x10’J -82484 2.828XI()’4

50 -79632 7.454X1012 -79596 7.354X10’2
I I I I

90 -75097 6.342x10’0 -75081 6.308xlio”

140 -69594 6.297x108 -69605 6.319x108

250 -57992 6.173x105 -58135 6.379X105
I I I I

400 -42735 2.071x103 -43572 2.406x103
I
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APPENDIXG PROCEDURES OF EXTRACTION FLUID SELECTION

Sclccting apr~}per extractit}n tlLlidis theitist step ft}r TCLP. BascdonEPAMcthod

1311, the proper candidate is chosen from two different types of extraction lluids.

Extraction fluid one is prepared by mixing 5.7 ml glacial CHsCHZOOH and 64.3 ml of i N

NaOH in 1.0 liter reagent water. The pH of this fluid is 4.93 * 0.05. Extraction [Iuid two

has 5.7 ml glacial CH~CHzOOH in 1.0 liter reagent water. The correct pH of this tluid is -

2.88 * 0.05.

Selecting the extraction fluid is based on the pH of adsorbent-water mixture. 1.0 gram

of adsorbent is mixed with 19.3 ml DI water in a beaker, and stirred vigorously for 5

minutes. If the pH is less than 5.0, extraction fluid one is selected. Otherwise, 0.7 ml 1.0 N

HC1 is added to the slurry. The beaker is then heated to 50 ‘C and held at 50 “C for 10

minutes covered by a watchglass. The pH of the slurry is measured again once it cools to

the room temperature. If the pH < 5.0, extraction fluid 1 is used. If the pH > 5.0,

extraction fluid 2 is used.

Based on the procedure, all the carbon samples used for column run were tested.

Table G 1 shows the result of the selection procedure. It is clear that all the absorbents

have a pH below 5.0 either with or, without HCI treatment. Therefore, cxtrwtion fluid 1

was selected for the TCLP tests.
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Table G 1 Selection of Extraction Fluid

Samples pH of Slurry without HC1 pH of Slurry with HC1
1

BPL 8.11 2.45

BPL-s-4/l-6oo 5.26 1.25

I BPL-S-2/1-600 I 5.30 I 1.27 I
I BPL-S- 1/1-600 I 5.31 I 1.26 I

BPL-S- 1/2-600 5.25 1.25

I BPL-s-4/l-4oo I 5.32
i

1.28 Ir I

BPL-S-4/l-250 5.31 1.27
I I

I BPL-s-l/lM-6oo 5.28 1.26
I I

BPL-S-U2M-600 5.27 1.28

I BPL-S- l/5 M-600 I 5.22 I 1.26 I
React-A-S 5.33 1.28

HGR 3.25 ----
I I

BPL + Hg 8.07 2.47
I I

BPL-S-4/l-600 + Hg 5.22 1.36
I i

BPL-S-2/l-600 + Hg 5.31 1.26

I BPL-S-l/l-600 + Hg I 5.35 I 1.22 I

I BPL-S-U2-600 + Hg
I 5.29 I 1.26 I
1 I

BPL-S-4/l-400 + Hg 5.33 1.32
I !

BPL-S-4/l-250 + Hg 5.28 1.36

I BPL-S- UIM-600 + Hg I 5.29 I 1.31 I
I BPL-S- l/2 M-600 + Hg I 5.21 I 1.30 I

I BPL-S- l/5 M-600 + Hg I 5.32 I 1.31 I
I !

React-A-S + Hg 5.45 1.56

HGR + Hg 3.35 ----
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APPENDIX H



APPENDIX H SURFACE SULFUR STRUCTURE ANALYSIS BY IR

Early research has shown that the actual forms of sulfur inside the wisorbents after

impregnation could change from simple elemental sulfur to various sulfur compounds. The

actual carbon-sulfur compiexes were strongly re~ated to the initial structures of carbon.

For example, hydrogen suh%ie organic sulfur compounds were found if the c~rbons

’76)However carbons pretreated by thermo-processcontained hydrocarbon compounds.

’77)Therefore, it is necessary tocould mainly contain elemental sulfur after impregnation.

determine exact existing forms of sulfur inside the carbons in order to predict the possible

reaction mechanism between mercury and sulfur. ●

Infra-red (IR) technique was adopted to study the sulfur forms inside the absorbents.

One advantage of IR technique is that it is able to detect the di-polar vibration between

two different atoms in a compound. Therefore, strong peaks can be founded for S-H, S-O

and S-C groups if these chemical bonds of sulfur exist in the carbons. On the other hand,

elemental sulfur or S-S combination will not be detected by IR due to the absence of di-

polar vibration.

Samples for IR analysis were prepared by solid thin fh procedure. First, a very small

amount of carbon was ground with KBr salt. Then, the

between two stainless steel cylinders under pressure. A

mixed powder was compressed

thin, transparent solid llm was

formed after this treatment. This thin i-lm was directly measured by [R (Mattson IR,

Madison Instruments, Inc. Madison, WI).
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Figure H 1 and H2 show the IR results of virgin BPL and BPL-S-4/ 1-600” carbon,

respectively. IR of virgin BPL did not show any sulfur-related peaks since it had no sulfur

inside the carbon, Sulfur impregnated carbon (B PL-S-4/ 1-600) also did not show sulfhr-

related peaks throughout 500 to 4000 cm”l. Usually, the possible ranges for sulfur-based

functional groups are the follows:

Functional Group Possible Peaks, cm-l

S-H 1200-1400,3700-4000

s-c 1300-1400,1500-1600

s-o 1100-1300,1600-1700

Figure H3 shows the IR spectrum of 1,4-butanedithiol (HSCHzCH2CH2CH2 SH).~78)It

can be seen that S-H peak and S-C peak appear at 1400 and 1200 cm-’, respectively.

However, there are no peaks in both virgin BPL and BPL-S-4/l-600 IR at these positions.

Under high impregnation temperature (600 *C), any remaining organic compounds on the

carbon surface were evaporated or decomposed to simpie compounds and carried out by

the N2 gas. Even if some simple sulfur compounds could be formed (e.g. HzS, CSZ or

SO*), these chemicals would leave the system at this temperature. IR results further

confmmed this hypothesis. Therefore, the major sulfur forms on the carbon surface would

be elemental or short chain sulfur molecules.
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Figure H1 IR Analysis of Surface Sulfur Structure of Virgin BPL
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Figure H2 IR Analysis of Surface Sulfur Structure of BPL-S-4/i -600
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Figure H3 IR Spectrum of 1,4-E3utanedithioi
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